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Abstract
The aim of this thesis was to identify and examine contemporary motivational theories and see how
they fit to the Scandinavian knowledge worker. Two theories (SDT and 4-drive) were selected for
empirical research, and one support-theory (Thomas’ intrinsic motivation scheme in order to validate
or hypotheses). One survey of a total of 139 respondents from organisations located in Sweden and
Norway showed that the SDT theory cannot be considered more effective than other motivational
theories when it comes to motivation of Scandinavian knowledge workers. It was shown that 4-drive
theory could be ineffective in terms of monetary incentives. For other aspects of this theory, data was
shown too unreliable. The literature research showed that there is a strong need for further research in
the topic of motivating knowledge workers in the Scandinavian work environment.
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1 Introduction
The marketplace has quite notably changed since the days of Douglas McGregor and Abraham
Maslow. Enterprises today strive to get predictable results in rather unpredictable times. The
competitive edge expected in today’s economic climate has signalled increased focus on work
motivation and job performance. In Scandinavia this fierce competition has resulted in a growing
knowledge-intensive workforce, both by highly educated knowledge workers, and by a shift to more
knowledge-intensive production and services.

Researchers at both Scandinavian universities and trade unions warn about the “Americanisation” of
the Scandinavian workforce (e.g. Lederne, 2011a; Nordrik & Stugu, 2011; Nordrik & Bjerke, 2009;
Nordrik, 2010; Kuvaas, 2010; Dahle, 2011). The president at Lederne (the trade union for leaders in
Norway), Jan Olav Brekke, as an example states that American Human Resouce Management (HRM)
obliterates Norwegian leadership values (Lederne, 2011a). Nordrik (2010) states that American HRM
is as a Trojan horse in the Scandinavian workforce. Despite this research (e.g. Nordrik & Stugu, 2011;
Nordrik & Bjerke, 2009) has shown that these American leadership styles have increased support from
Scandinavian companies, and especially American HRM leadership (Nordrik & Stugu, 2011). In the
Scandinavian workforce today HRM and work motivation incentives goes hand in hand (Kuvaas,
2008, chap.2-3). Contemporary Scandinavian research supports that the Scandinavian knowledge
worker in this century needs to be self-managed through foremost intrinsic motivation (e.g. Kuvaas,
2008d; Hein, 2009b; Lines, forthcoming; Alvesson, 2011), and that the days of Taylorism is definitely
ended (e.g. Pink, 2010a; Frey & Osterloh, 2002). Drucker (2008, p.56) wrote that the knowledge
worker needed to be treated and managed as a volunteer, in the same way as a volunteer who works
for not-for-profit organizations. The Scandinavian culture stands out from other Western cultures, and
the management styles here are especially compatible with the new knowledge-intensive workforce
(Holt Larsen & de Neergard, 2007; Eriksen et al., 2006). Therefore it is important in these times of
increasing change that solid research is being done on what is effective motivation among
Scandinavian knowledge workers. Lines (2011a), in his research article published May 2011 on
research findings on motivation on knowledge workers, confirms that there is surprisingly little
research performed in this very field.
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1.1 Thesis background
Gallup consulting performed a global survey in 2010 indicating that world-class companies had a
considerably higher portion of engaged employees than the average company, see Figure 1-1.
BlessingWhite Research performed a similar study in 2010/2011 on European firms and the level of
engagement of the average firm is rather sad reading, see Figure 1-2 1. Less than one third characterise
themselves as engaged. The question is whether this would be representative for the Scandinavian
knowledge worker as well? As an example, Sweden is famous for its world-class R&D and uses as
much as 4% of GDP on R&D. In Figure 1-2, we see that for European R&D firms, only 13% consider
themselves as engaged. If this were to be representative for the Scandinavian countries as well, this is
alarming.

Figure 1-1 Engaged vs. disengaged employees. Source: Gallup (2010)

1

An international survey’s by Ipsos-Reid (2001) in 2001 supported that job satisfaction tends to be highest in the

Nordic countries.
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Figure 1-2 Engagement in Europe by Department/Function. Source: BlessingWhite (2011)

How can the knowledge-intensive R&D based firms thrive with more disengaged workers than
engaged ones?

In the Scandinavian context the competition from the Far East is great and the Scandinavian social
democratic model results in rather high costs of employment (Eriksen et al., 2006). An increasing
number of Scandinavian industries has been forced to shut down or sold out, like Elkem in Norway
that was sold to China in the beginning of 2011 (NHO, 2011), or SAAB Automobile & Volvo Car
Corporation in Sweden which has faced similar fates. In order for the Scandinavian workplace to
thrive, there has been a clear shift towards a more dominant knowledge worker economy (Lines et al.,
forthcoming). One of the prerequisites for the Scandinavian corporations today is to have highly
effective and motivated personnel. This has resulted in various human resources incentives that have
gained a heavy debate (Kuvaas, 2010a). As an example we can mention Statoil in Norway, which is
Scandinavia’s largest company (Anon, n.d.) and , that has introduced grades among its employees in
order to enhance the goal directed motivation (NTB 2010; Folkestad 2009; Helgesen & Y. D. Dahle
2010; D. Y. Dahle 2011b). Scholars have criticised this incentive and regards it as an
“Americanisation” of Norwegian enterprises that in fact might be demotivating rather than motivating
(D. Y. Dahle, 2011; Kuvaas, 2008d, chap.2). Yet it is important for Scandinavian companies to get it
right when it comes to motivation, and it is not reasonable that Anglo-American research can be
adapted without filtering (Lines et al., forthcoming). Companies like HCL technologies in India
(discussed in Ramaswamy, 2009), SAS institute2 (discussed in Florida & Goodnight, 2005; Hein,

2

The Norwegian branch of SAS institute was awarded the best place to work in Norway year 2011 (SAS

Institute Norway, 2011; Great Place to Work, 2011a) and the second best for the Swedish branch (Great Place to
Work, 2011b). It is however interesting to note that the CEO of SAS institute Norway acknowledges that getting
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2009b, pp.233-239; Hallowell, 2011, pp.96-97) and Google in USA (discussed in Iyer & T. H
Davenport, 2008; McShane & von Glinow, 2009, p.196) are exemplary companies that have both had
considerable success in altering the HRM toward new directions. Scandinavian companies faces a
great challenge in this fast-changing world and now with generation Y coming into the workforce the
motivational theoretical framework must be adapted to fit to the modern manager for his everyday
usage. This research study will try to dive into this multifaceted matter and hopefully guide
researchers on inputs for future research in the field of motivation of Scandinavian knowledge
workers.

The research today is contradictory on relating job performance and motivation. Larsen and Neegard
(2007) write: “Despite the intense research effort, there is no proof that satisfaction leads to
motivation, and that motivation leads to effectiveness”. On the other hand we have research showing
that motivated knowledge workers can be at least 10 times (Thomas H. Davenport, 2005) more
effective than another, and we have numerous research studies showing a strong positive relationship
between engagement and motivation (e.g. Nohria et al., 2008; Kuvaas, 2008d; Dent et al., 2010; Gary
P. Latham, 2007; Thomas, 2009). Thomas (2009) makes an important comment on the link between
motivation and work performance:

“What makes workers perform well? It depends on what you mean by “performing well”.
If you mean following directions – that is, compliance – then extrinsic rewards will fill
the bill...On the other hand, if performing well means self-management, then you’ll need
intrinsic motivation”.

We have found through our literature review that there is a strong support in the contemporary,
international research that complex tasks implies intrinsic motivation through self-direction. There is
therefore a strong need for reviewing the motivational theories for the knowledge-intensive
Scandinavian workforce and focus on more contemporary theories than those classical motivational
theories listed in typical organisational behaviour books.

Motivation is also an important leadership field. This can be augmented via Vroom and Jago’s (2007,
p.18) characterisation of leadership with the following phrase: “leadership is a process of motivating
people to work together collaboratively to accomplish great things”. Motivation and

a high score at Great Place to Work®’s ranking is an important part of their strategy (Great Place to Work,
2011c).
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management/leadership3 goes hand-in-hand. The modern manager in today’s highly competitive
economy really needs to master the art of motivation in order to maximise the talent of his followers.
As Groysberg et al. (2008) puts it: “even a superstar like a Nobel Prize-winning scientist cannot
represent a competitive advantage for an organization unless firm-specific factors contribute to his or
her performance”.

3

We do not in this thesis make an effort to differ between leader and manager. For diversification of these two

expressions we refer to Mintzberg’s excellent book ”Managing” from 2009 (Mintzberg, 2009, pp.8-9).
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1.2 Problem discussion
Today there exist numerous motivational theories that are as much related as they also differ from
each other (van Nuland et al., 2010). Christensen and Foss (2011) call it an immense jungle of theories
and Lines (2011b) writes that leaders today are requested to experiment via trial-and-error on what
works rather than relying on research findings. This complex matrix of theories is of great concern for
non-scholars, in not knowing what to trust. What are really contemporary motivational theories – and
do they really help? Much of the old theories, and what is often found in the syllabus in the
management courses, are from the pre-knowledge worker age. Moreover, much of the research that is
done is based around the Anglo-American culture. How can the Scandinavian leader really know how
to motivate his/her knowledge workers?

Kuvaas (free translation from Kuvaas, 2008d, p.27; based on research from Grouzet et al., 2004)
remarks: “If we disregard work autonomy, there is however still a too narrow research basis on how
leaders can facilitate for intrinsic motivation in the workplace today”. Lines et al. (forthcoming) write
in their conclusion that effective leadership styles for the Norwegian workers are not likely to be
similar to the one recommended for Anglo-American organisations. According to the Scandinavian
Leadership Survey 2009 (MPS, 2009): “80 % of the leaders believe that they know the motivational
factors of their.” ” Could it be that experience via trial-and-error is more effective than relying on
research findings?

Our literature review has resulted in two main theories that we will base our research on. At start up of
this research we made the following requirements to the motivational framework we would do further
research on:
x

Strong link to intrinsic motivation for proactive involvement

x

Show promising results in contemporary research

x

The theory should be easily comprehensible such that the Scandinavian manager can use the
theories in day-to-day work

x

Preferably (but not a prerequisite) have strong support in Scandinavian research.

One of the theories that fit these qualifications is the self-determination theory (SDT) of motivation
(Ryan & Deci, 2000). This theory is maybe the one that has foremost declared intrinsic motivation as
the right way forward. This theory has strong support by Scandinavian scholars (e.g. Kuvaas, 2008d;
Dysvik, 2010b; Reinholt, 2006; Andreassen et al., 2010, Christensen & Foss, 2011; Lai, 2011) and it
shows many promising results (Kuvaas, 2008d, chap.2). It is a needs-based theory and it focuses on a
simple framework framework (i.e. easy for the leader to remember) of only three innate needs – that is
autonomy, relatedness and competence (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000)
16

The other theory we will research is the 4-drive theory (Lawrence & Nohria, 2001; Nohria et al., 2008;
Nohria, 2006). This is an ambitious and creative theory in that it tries to define the genetically
programmed drives of the human being - a theory that the Harvard based professor’s claim is no less
than a unified theory of human behaviour. The theory has tried to incorporate research on a horde of
sciences; evolutionary biologists, psychologists, anthropologists, neuroscientists, neurologists,
archaeologists, palaeontologists, historians, philosophers, linguists and economists (Lawrence &
Nohria, 2001). According to the HBR article Employee Motivation of 2008 (Nohria et al., 2008) this
shows also very promising results. It is also slightly contradictory to the SDT framework, since it also
supports extrinsic rewards to some degree. This theory is also simple with its four drives recognised
via a simple abcd-peg: acquiring, bonding, comprehending and defending. We have found no
Scandinavian research looking at this theory and this theory can be considered as an Anglo-Americanbased theory that supports HRM leadership (see later discussions). Since Scandinavian researchers
(e.g. Nordrik & Stugu, 2011; Nordrik & Bjerke, 2009; Lederne, 2011a; Kuvaas, 2010a) have warned
against such leadership styles it is interesting to test this theory on Scandinavian knowledge workers 4.

4

We have also found some other frameworks that are interesting to look into, but the envelope of this research

study did not support it. We can especially mention positive psychology or psychological capital (Luthans et al.,
2007; Christensen, 2009; Senyucel, 2009; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000); the research movement that
question the role of the manager on motivation (Collins, 2009); the need for good habits and deliberate practice
to indirectly enhance intrinsic motivation (Colvin, 2008; Covey, 2006; Coyle, 2009; Ericsson et al., 2006);
various motivational leadership styles (Goleman et al., 2004; Bass & Bass, 2008; Kouzes & Posner, 2008); Helle
Hein’s (2008. 2009a, 2009b, 2009c, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c) Scandinavian motivational theory on Prima Donnas
and Christensen’s (2007) Scandinavian TURPAS model.
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1.3 Literature review methodology
We have through this research primarily used Google Scholar as search engine and all articles
Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) has access to have been to our disposal. We have especially
looked at articles from The Leadership Quarterly for support. The primary search words have been;
motivation, motivational, knowledge work, knowledge-intensive, incentives, learning organisation,
leadership, autonomy, HRM, performance, engagement, retention, intrinsic and extrinsic. However,
we have also used other words and due to this we have had focus on tight citation as can be seen in the
reference list.

Important books and articles in our research work include:

Bård Kuvaas (2008d) book: Lønnsomhet gjennom menneskelige ressurser
Kuvaas and Dysvik (co-author) are considered two of the leading Scandinavian researchers in the field
of work motivation. This book is only three years old and summarises much of the findings done in
the field. Especially chapter 2 is focused on evident-based self-determination theories in international
and Norwegian settings.

SHRM’s article (Senyucel, 2009) Managing the Human Resource in the 21st Century
We find this article from 2010 very inspiring. Our literature review has circled around on numerous
classical and contemporary motivation theories. We read this article in the beginning of the study, and
after re-reading it almost three months later, we find this article very up to date. However, the article
does not mention the self-determination theory directly, only through Daniel H. Pink’s book Drive.

Misc. Deci and Ryan articles and books (Richard M. Ryan & Edward L. Deci, 2000; Gagne & Edward
L. Deci, 2005; Edward L. Deci & Richard M. Ryan, 2000; Edward L. Deci & Flaste, 1995; Edward L.
Deci & Richard M. Ryan, 1985)
Much of the modern motivational research is based on Deci and Ryan’s SDT approach. Since we have
chosen to study this theory in depth, this article is very important since it is considered one of the
sources.

Nohria, Groysberg and Lee’s (2008) article Employee Motivation
The 4-drive theory on motivation is very courageous. It is also done by very highly respected scholars
and their research show clear improvement on motivation when implemented. This theory is very
simple with its four innate drives, but on the other hand it tries to explain the human behaviour so it is
very all-embracing. There has been done very little research on this theory, so we have chosen this as
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our latter theory to study in depth. (The book Driven: how human nature shapes our choices is the
basis for this theory).

Daniel Pink’s (2010a) book Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us
Due to its popularity and its strong link to Ryan and Deci’s SDT it is difficult to disregard this book. It
is also a very recent book and easy to read. Despite it is written by a non-scholar and slightly
controversial, we would state that it is one of the books out there on motivation today that gives the
best value for the time spent for the manager.

Hein’s (2009b) book Motivation : Motivationsteori og praktisk anvendelse
This book is a contemporary Scandinavian book on the subject. It addresses many of the classical
theories, but also addresses contemporary research. Most of the Scandinavian research she refers to is
limited to work related to Copenhagen Business School.
Rune Lines et el. (forthcoming) Motivasjon og Ledelse av kunnskapsarbeidere 5
This is a pilot study for Abelia (www.abelia.no) lead by Rune Lines at the Norwegian School of
Economics and Business Administration that we did receive 11. May 2011. There are some very
interesting findings in this report, and the study is done on Norwegian knowledge workers, so it is
indeed relevant in a Scandinavian setting. However, since the literature research and the questionnaire
were already done at this stage, the report is only integrated in our work to a minor degree.
Note also that Magma Nr:3-2011 (Econa, 2011) 6 was published when we did the final review of this
thesis. This was a periodical with theme on leadership of knowledge workers and scholars like e-gMats Alvesson, Nicolai Foss, Peter Holdt Christensen and Rune Lines 7 contributed with research
articles. This issue of Magma would also have been important background if it was published earlier.

5

It is interesting to note that despite this article is very recent, Lines et al. have chosen not to mention neither

Kuvaas nor Hein, which we have identified as two of the most influential Scandinavian researchers on the topic
today.
6

Reference to the articles are found in the references (Alvesson, 2011; Christensen & Foss, 2011; Lines, 2011a,

2011b; Lai, 2011; Nesheim & Olsen, 2011; Sandvik, 2011; Kruge & Grønland, 2011).
7

For scholars reading this thesis with deep interest in the subject, we deeply recommend Lines’ texts as an

exellent starting point. Another starting point is to review our reference list which is rather comprehensive.
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1.4 Problem formulation and purpose
Attempting to contribute to the field of work motivation, the overall purpose of this thesis is to
critically review contemporary motivational theories and evaluate their effectiveness and relevance for
the Scandinavian knowledge worker.

Our work hypotheses have been:

H1: Contemporary literature on work motivation points in many directions and it is difficult for the
direct manager to know which motivational scheme to rely on.

The support for this hypothesis (H1) will be done through literature review as described in chapter 1.4.

H2: The Self-determination theory (SDT) should not be considered as the one right way of leading
Scandinavian knowledge workers.

The support for this hypothesis (H2) will be validated through analysis of a quantitative questionnaire
(ref. chapter 3). Also alternative motivational schemes are examined for comparison.

H3a: Effective leadership, with the purpose of increasing the motivation of Scandinavian knowledge
workers, requires further evidence-based research done in the Scandinavian work environment.

H3b: Contemporary Anglo-American research on motivation on knowledge workers can be counterproductive if used in the Scandinavian work environment.

Support for these two sister-hypotheses (H3a and H3b) will be validated through a quantitative
questionnaire (ref. chapter 3). The SDT will be examined as being research done in the Scandinavian
work environment (H3a) and the 4-drive theory will be examined as an example of contemporary
Anglo-American research (H3b). In addition a benchmark theory (Thomas’ intrinsic motivation
scheme) will be examined. If the analysis shows that SDT is supported and better than benchmark
theory and that the 4-drive theory is not supported, both H3a and H3b can be sustained.

20

1.5 Thesis structure
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the topic and draws up the envelope of the research study. It also lists
the hypotheses and the success criteria of this thesis.

Chapter 2 is based on the literature review performed. The theory is reflected and references are listed.
An overview the Scandinavian culture and effective leadership styles is given first, followed by an
overview of classic and contemporary motivational theories are presented.

Chapter 3 describes the research method we have utilised for the field study.

Chapter 4 lists the result of our empirical data based on the questionnaire.

Chapter 5 contains the discussion of the results listed in Chapter 4. This also contains recommendation
for future research and de-limitations.

Chapter 6 ends the research study with the conclusion.
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2 Theory
2.1 Outline and direction
In this chapter, we will firstly present an introduction to the Scandinavian culture and link it to
leadership/management styles. The second part is on work motivation. We have emphasised giving the
reader insight into classical motivational theories, since contemporary findings often have many
similarities with the classics (Hein, 2009b)..

2.2 The Scandinavian culture, its uniqueness and leadership styles
Much of the inputs given in this and the subsequent chapter are taken from the report “The
Scandinavian Way” written by Copenhagen Institute of Future Studies (Eriksen et al., 2006) 8.

2.2.1 The Scandinavian culture and its uniqueness
Motivation in the Scandinavian context brings up some central questions. Do the Scandinavian culture
differ to such an extent that it is reasonable to consider it different from the more broad Western
culture? Do the inter-Scandinavian cultures differ so significantly that one should talk about the
Danish, Norwegian or Swedish culture instead? Is there really such thing as a Scandinavian leadership
style? Are Scandinavian employees motivated by other things than in other cultures? These questions
have been attacked by numerous scholars (e.g. Grenness, 2003; Holt Larsen & de Neergard, 2007;
Sivesind, 2007; Smith, Andersen, Ekelund, Graversen & Ropo, 2003a; Lindell & Arvonen, 1996;
Eriksen et al., 2006; Eskildsen et al., 2004; Lines, forthcoming).

The Scandinavian and also the Nordic countries are based on an overall positive attitude towards the
welfare state. From a historical perspective the Scandinavian countries are influenced by three main
directions; the Marxist influence, the Marshal influence and the pragmatic influence. This has resulted
in a third direction with socialism and equality from the East, and freedom and market forces from the
West. The Scandinavian model is based on welfare for all, meaning both rich and poor is funded
through relatively high taxes. This has influenced the culture which is often characterise by words like;
down-to-earth, pragmatic, openness, low power-distance and high trust (Holt Larsen & de Neergard,
2007; P. B. Smith, Andersen, Ekelund, Graversen & Ropo, 2003b; Isaksson, 2008; Eriksen et al.,
2006). According to “IMD World competitiveness yearbook 2010”, the Scandinavian countries are
conspicuous in factors like trust on public sector, low degree of corruption and bribery, high degree of
personal safety and political stability. Another area were the Scandinavian and Nordic countries stands
8

We have therefore not been as consistent in referencing Eriksen et al.’s work in these sections, since this would

only clutter the text.
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out is happiness. All Nordic countries are ranked among the top six with respect to happiness. Adding
this to that the high wages of the average population in Norway, Denmark and partly Sweden some see
a potential difficulty in extrinsically motivating the employees via bonuses and the like to boost
performance (e.g. Kuvaas, 2008d). This can be seen by looking at on Figure 2-1 on importance of
salary and Figure 2-2 on influence of work (Norway was not in this study). This makes it especially
interesting to look at the self-determination theory that is based around intrinsic motivation, rather
than extrinsic motivation. The self-determination theory is also focused on autonomy as the major
innate need and the importance of the Scandinavian workforce to influence their work makes this an
important research subject.

Figure 2-1 Important in a job: good pay (average over 20 years). Share of those polled who mention good
pay is important part of the job. Source: World Value Survey
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Figure 2-2 Degree of freedom to make decisions in your job. Share of those polled who feel they have
relatively great (8-10 on a 10 point scale) or little (1-3 on a 10 point scale) decision-making freedom in
their job. Source: European Value Study

The Scandinavian population can be viewed as being a relatively homogenous group, by their similar
language, knowledge intensive industries and social-democratic ideology (Grenness, 2003; Eriksen et
al., 2006).
Eriksen et al. (2006) have emphasised three landmarks of the three Scandinavian countries. Denmark
by its flexicurity model, meaning that the employer can easily hire or fire and the public sector
actively helps with active labour market policy. Sweden by being ranked at the top of the European
Innovation Scoreboard Index, where the Swedish invest in R&D of about 4% of GDP. Sweden has
also made a successful shift to further knowledge intensive production. Norway is characterised by its
successful oil venture and despite very strong economy, they have the world’s most productive
economy.
Much of the research on the Scandinavian culture and management styles has not really differentiated
between Scandinavian countries, a model which we also have followed in this study 9.

9

For some comments on differentiators, please see Appendix 7.
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2.2.2 The Scandinavian workforce and management styles
In 2006 IMD (IMD, 2006; (supported in Eriksen et al., 2006)) ranked Denmark as the most beneficial
country to open or run a business in, this despite high taxes, high prices and low inflow of foreign
investments. According to Eriksen et al. (2006) the Scandinavian management style has gained
substantial attention and popularity in recent times 10. One of the reasons for this is due to the
knowledge intensive workforce (Holt Larsen & de Neergard, 2007), and that enterprises direct with
goals and values, rather than control and strict chains of command. Eriksen et al. write:

“Denmark leads the Scandinavian countries when it comes to good management, and
according to the IMD, Denmark has the world's best management practice. In IMD's
study of management practice, Scandinavia is at the top, mainly because of exceptional
strength in ethics, social responsibility, environment, health, and accounting. Each of the
countries is represented at the top. Moreover, Scandinavia leads in areas such as
shareholder value, customer satisfaction and management trustworthiness.”
(Eriksen et al., 2006)

The Scandinavian managers are very much aware that they manage in a culture that is unique and
bases their leadership on this, however there has been difficult, according to Grenness (2003), to
provide managers and scholars an overall unique model on the Scandinavian management style. He
refers to various studies and highlights that Scandinavian managers value co-operation, consensus,
participation, and power sharing. Nordrik (2010; Nordrik & Bjerke, 2009; Nordrik & Stugu, 2011)
refers to “Norwegian leadership” were she claims there is strong support on worker’s participation in
management employee participation and the working environment legislation has strong support
(Nordrik & Stugu, 2011). Larsen and de Neergard (2007) list as a summary in their article on
leadership in municipalities in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden the following Nordic
leadership descriptions:

10

x

Participation, involvement and collaboration

x

Responsibilities are shared and taken

x

Co-creativity/influence

x

Leadership arises in relations – and is nothing on its own

x

Equality

x

Dialogue

x

Flat hierarchies

As an example the famous job design attempt at Microsoft, Seattle (Cusumano, 1998) has elements that

support the Scandinavian culture and leadership styles (Lines et al., forthcoming).
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x

Short power distances

x

Openness

x

Honesty

x

Justification

x

Leadership is less “macho” than other cultures.

According to Eriksen et al.:
“Many believe the Scandinavian management style is better suited for addressing the
challenges companies and organizations face in the knowledge society. The style is
network-oriented and motivating, and managers manage to empower employees to a
greater degree than with other management styles ... [Scandinavian companies] are more
ethical, trustworthy, and considerate and has more skills than their American
counterparts. Americans on the other hand, appear to take more imitative, and are more
ambitious and short-sighted.”
(Eriksen et al., 2006)

On leadership styles, there has been much focus from a Norwegian research point of view on
transformational leadership as the best leadership style (Iversen, 2010). Leadership styles that are
linked to emotional intelligence such as primal leadership have had decreasing popularity (Iversen,
2010). The reason for this is that contemporary findings show that when recruiting leaders, there is
more focus now on cognitive intelligence than emotional intelligence (Iversen, 2010; Joseph &
Newman, 2010; Salgado et al., 2003; Schmidt & Hunter, 2004; Follesdal & Hagtvet, 2009; G.
Kaufmann & A. Kaufmann, 2009, pp.91-92). HRM leadership is by many considered countereffective when used in the Scandinavian work environment (Lederne, 2011a, Lederne, 2011b; Nordrik
& Stugu, 2011)

When we look at labour productivity Norway was in 2005 ranked as number one, Denmark as number
four and Sweden as number six by IMD. One of the reasons for this might be that even production
workers in Scandinavia have shifted towards a knowledge-based model.

From a motivational standpoint, autonomy has been regarded as highly important (Dysvik & Kuvaas,
2010; Dysvik, 2010a; Eriksen et al., 2006). From the leadership description above we can see that the
Scandinavian style open for both autonomy and empowerment. In fact Denmark has top ranking in
IMD’s ranking of the most motivated work. Hein (2008, 2010a, 2009b, pp.195-215) has introduced a
framework on motivation of Prima Donnas. This is influenced by the Danish hardworking, motivated,
initiative-taking members of staff. So, in Scandinavia (and Denmark in particular) we can see that the
motivation is two-folded. On the one side, we have unengaged workers that need a boost in
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motivation, and the other side the over-motivated that are straining at the leash and needs protection
against potential burn-out. It is also interesting to note that in a very recent study from Norwegian
School of Economics and Business Administration, on newly qualified MBA students (i.e. generation
Y), make the following priorities when choosing their first job (NHH, 2011):
1. Interesting work tasks
2. Possibilities for expanding their competence
3. Possibilities for developing their personal development
4. Good social working environment
5. Variation in work tasks
6. High pay
7. The firm has good personnel policy
8. The firm has a good reputation
9. High degree of job security
10. Salary based on individual performance
11. Autonomy
12. Possibilities for working abroad
13. Possibilities for a rapid successful career
14. The job itself has high status
15. Incentives to prevent burnout
16. Written ethical guidelines
17. The firm has great social meaning

Note that the generation Y puts autonomy and the need for meaning on the second half of the list,
despite what contemporary motivational theories emphasise as the important aspects (Ryan & Deci,
2000; Nohria et al., 2008; Thomas, 2009; Pink, 2010a, Kuvaas, 2008d).

2.2.3 Leadership and management
Sandvik (2010) identifies three challenges in leadership of Scandinavian knowledge workers today
and that are; value creation, motivation and work process. So, for this research the question is what
leadership style or values are considered the most effective in the Scandinavian knowledge-intensive
work environment?

There are many leadership styles that are considered motivational. In the contemporary leadership
literature there are numerous leadership models (DuBrin, 2009; Yukl, 2009; Nohria & Khurana, 2010;
Bass & Bass, 2008; Northouse, 2009) that can be linked to motivation, and of course this must be so
due to that motivation is so important for effective leadership. There are scholars that have in fact
proposed a framework of “motivational leadership” with a definition like “someone who uses the
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process of inspiring and persuading others with a compelling combination of actions, attitude, and
persona” (Snair, 2007). However, we have found support in our literature review that the
contemporary Scandinavian and global research are foremost focusing on transformational leadership
in one or the other form for effective motivation (Kuvaas, 2008d; Ilies et al., 2006; Hetland & Sandal,
2003; Isaksson, 2008). Avolio and Bass (2001, p.1) write: “Transformational leaders motivate other to
do more than they originally intended and often even more than they thought possible”. One of the
reasons for this is that this has strong support on enhancing the performance of the followers
(Walumbwa & Hartnell, 2011).

Transformational leadership according to Yukl (2009, p.263) has its roots from James McGregor
Burns 11 (1978, 2004). However, the pioneers are foremost Bernard Bass (Bass, 1985; Bass, 1997; Bass
& Bass, 2008), Bruce Avolio (Nohria & Khurana, 2010, chap.25; Avolio & Bass, 2001; Avolio &
Luthans, 2005; Luthans et al., 2007), Ronald Riggio (Riggio and Bass, 2006) and Shamir (Dvir &
Shamir, 2003; Shamir et al., 1993; Shamir, 1991b, Shamir, 1991a).

Transformational leadership enhances trust, admiration, loyalty, respect toward the leader, and they
simply become motivated to do more than they originally expected to do (Yukl, 2009, p.277). Yukl
(2009, p.277) writes: “According to Bass, the leader transforms and motivates followers by (1) making
them more aware of importance of task outcomes, (2) inducing them to transcend their own selfinterest for the sake of the organization or team, and (3) activating their higher-order needs”.

In order to emphasise the effectiveness of transformational leadership, leadership scholars typically
highlight the full range of the leadership model (Bass & Avolio, 1990; Bass & Avolio, 1994; Hetland,
2004). Transactional behaviours (see Figure 2.3) include laissez-faire [LF] (hands-off leadership),
management-by-exception [MBE (putting out the fires) and contingent rewards (let’s make a deal).
Transformational behaviours include individualized consideration (compassionate leadership),
intellectual stimulation (thinking outside of “the box”), inspirational motivation (exciting the
masses/sharing the vision), and idealized influence (walking the walk).

11

Note that Avolio trace transformational leadership back to Mary Parker Follet in her 1924 book The Creative

Experience (Nohria & Khurana, 2010, p.741).
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Figure 2-3 The model of the Full Range of Leadership: Suboptimal profile. Source: Avolio (2010, p. 66)
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2.3 The modern knowledge worker
In the 21st century workforce the knowledge worker has become perhaps the most dominant group for
the Scandinavian enterprises future growth. The views of Fredrick Taylor (1919) in his Scientific
Management have long been the underlying basis in securing shareholders dividends. According to
Helle Hein (2009b, p.187) this view has also dominated the classical motivational theories. Peter
Drucker was one of the early voices in the paradigm shift of defining employees as assets rather than
expenses (Thomas H. Davenport, 2005). One of his famous quotes is (Drucker, 1969): “To make
knowledge-work productive will be the great management task of this century, just as to make manual
work productive was the great management task of the last century”. Peter Drucker (1957) introduced
the term knowledge worker as early as 1957 in his book The Landmarks of Tomorrow. This introduced
a paradigm shift in organisational science that is still today the core basis in the organisational research
(Bogdan, 2008). Some management voices postulates another emerging paradigm shift, like Stephen
R. Covey (2006) that suggests the next era is the wisdom age, but our literature have indicated little
support in any paradigm shift away from the knowledge worker age 12.

Much has been written about theories around knowledge workers and our literature review indicates
that there is no one unifying theory stating who knowledge workers really are and what they do. For
example Peter Drucker has been very influential in the subject, but yet again the Swedish researcher
Mats Alvesson (2004) has written a comprehensive book on the topic without even mentioning
Drucker once. Newell et al. (2009) in their book Managing knowledge work and innovation also
basically omits Drucker’s voice during the 20th century only. Horwitz et al. (2003) in 2003 did a
research survey on finding the most popular generic definition of knowledge workers. Their
conclusion was (Horwitz et al., 2003):

“Knowledge workers have high level of skills/education, with technological literacy, high
cognitive power and abstract reasoning. This includes the ability to observe, synthesise
and interpret data, and to communicate new perspectives and insights to lead to more
effective decisions, processes and solutions for the organisation. The knowledge creation
process is part of the organisation’s competitive strategy, characterised by
information/knowledge sharing and team collaboration to produce more effective actions
and solutions”.

12

Newell et al (2009, p.3) highlight Ackoff’s knowledge hierarchy (Ackoff, 1989) containing of from the

bottom; data, information, knowledge and at the top wisdom.
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Alvesson (1993, 2004) has primarily focused his work around knowledge-intensive firms (KIF), where
much of the employees will indeed be knowledge workers. From an HR perspective there will be
different incentives for a KIF and a typical production-intensive firm with only very few knowledge
workers. Our interest in this thesis is primarily on KIFs. Work be Alvesson (2000, 2004), Deetz (1997)
and Løwendahl (2005) identifies seven factors that distinguish KIFs 13:
1. Highly qualified individuals that execute knowledge based work
2. High degree of autonomy and de-emphasis of hierarchical organisations
3. Usage of adaptable and ad hoc based organisational forms
4. Need for extensive communication for coordination and problem solving
5. Idiosyncratic client services
6. Information and power asymmetry
7. Subjective and uncertain quality assessment

Other terms related to the same subject are; the learning organisation, knowledge management,
strategic management of core competencies, the knowledge-based view of the firm, knowledge-based
systems, knowledge-intensive, firms, intellectual and social capital, knowledge capital, talent
management and so forth (Newell et al., 2009, p.21).
Helle Hein (2009b, p.188) has listed professions that typically are considered as knowledge worker
professions:

13

x

Technological subjects; engineers, IT-experts, etc

x

Social welfare subjects; nurses, therapists, priests, etc

x

Educational subjects; teachers, lecturers, etc

x

Design subjects; architects, designers, publishing, graphical artists, etc

x

Scientific subjects; physicians, lawyers, economists, researchers, analytics, etc

x

Artistic subjects; Creative artists, musicians, etc

x

Athletic subjects; sports professionals

Fifth and sixth facto rare applicable foremost to knowledge-intensive and professional service firms, the others

are equally significant for product-oriented knowledge work and organisations (Mats Alvesson, 2004).
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2.4 Work motivation background
2.4.1 Definition of motivation
The definitions of motivation are manifold. Below are some examples:
”a reason or reasons for acting or behaving in a particular way” and ”desire or
willingness to do something; enthusiasm”(Simpson et al., 2009)

“inner burning passion caused by need, wants and desire which propels an individual to
exert his physical and mental energy to achieve desired objectives”(Kondalkar, 2007,
p.99)

“the forces within a person that affect the direction, intensity, and persistence of
voluntary behavior”(McShane & von Glinow, 2009)

“the process of arousing, directing, and maintaining behavior toward a goal” (Bartol &
Martin 1998)

“force that ignites, directs and maintains our behaviour” (Mathis & Jackson, 2008, p.82)

“is the desire within a person causing that person to act” (Locke & G. P Latham, 2004)

”internal factors that impel action and to external factors that can act as inducements to
action” (F. Herzberg, 1987)

For the knowledge worker, motivation should be seen in a slightly larger context. An effective
knowledge worker is a person that takes initiative and works proactively to perform not only distinct
tasks he/she has been directed to do, but also to connect the tasks for the best of the organisation. This
means that motivation of knowledge workers is not only related to energy toward a single task, but
energy toward building effective habits that will give results in the long run.

Almost all motivational theories define (implicitly or explicitly) and deal with either extrinsic and/or
intrinsic motivation. Extrinsic motivation refers to motivation that is triggered by external factors,
such as being told what to do, pay, rewards, peer pressure and so on. Intrinsic motivation is what
comes from within the individual, an inner drive to perform a task or a job.
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2.4.2 Work motivation and its positive effect
To understand the force that really puts people in a motivated state; we need to define two terms,
namely drives and needs. Drives can be defined as hardwired characteristics of the brain that correct
deficiencies of maintain an internal equilibrium by producing emotions to energise individuals
(McShane & von Glinow, 2009, p.134). Needs on the other hand, can be defined as goal-directed
forces that people experience (McShane & von Glinow, 2009, p.134). The two theories we examine in
this research study are needs (SDT) and drives (4-drive).

Work motivation is indeed a subject that has resulted in much dispute, however the vast majority of
scholars have shown that work motivation per se has a positive effect. Examples are Thomas (2009)
that has shown that work motivation has positive effects on performance, professional development,
job satisfaction, commitment to organisation, retention and reduced stress. Nohria et.el. (2008) have
shown positive effect on engagement, satisfaction, commitment and intention to quit. Kuvaas (2008d)
presents evidences in improved work performance, affective commitment and employee retention.
Groysberg and Lee (2010) have shown that motivated employees result in higher quality colleagues
and significantly affect turnover in a positive way. Larsen and de Neergard make however a
contradictory interesting observation:

“Despite the intense research effort, there is no proof that satisfaction leads to
motivation, and that motivation leads to effectiveness. This is why more recent research
has been looking for other possible causal reactions, including that effectiveness leads to
motivation and satisfaction, rather than the other way around. The so-called theories of
motivation suggest that the cause/effect relation is the exact opposite. The point is that if
people are placed in a work situation where they have the possibility to be effective, this
will lead to motivation and satisfaction”.
(Larsen and de Neergard, 2007)

2.4.3 Problems and disputes around work motivation
A great deal of the contemporary research debates the responsibility of motivation (Hein, 2009b, p.3).
Robbins writes:

“I often hear experienced managers complain that “people just aren’t motivated to work
anymore.” If this is true, the fault is with managers and organizational practices, not the
employees! When employees lack motivation, the problem almost always lies in one of
five areas: selection, ambiguous goals, the performance appraisal system, the
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organization’s reward system, or in the manager’s inability to shape employee’s
perception of the appraisal and reward systems.”
(Robbins, 2002, p.36)

Is Robbins’ rationale really true? According to Hein (2009b) a lot of the contemporary insights
counter by putting a lot of the responsibility on the employee, rather than the manager. The direct
manger or the human resource manager can only organise the surroundings for motivation. The
employee must himself/herself choose to be motivated. Both the positive psychology (PsyCap),
Frankl’s (1997) logotherapy and the self-help literature (Covey, 1989; Robbins, 1992; Godin, 2011;
Sharma, 2010; Covey, 2006; Hill, 1937; Canfield & Switzer, 2006) say that the individual chooses his
attitude. How the individual acts between stimulus and response is a choice by the individual (Berg,
2006). So how the individual, or employee if you may, chooses to channelize his/her energy is in fact
a choice of the individual. This does not de-charge the manager the responsibility for motivation, but it
helps the manager to see the larger picture. Killing et al. (2006, p.75) write: “If you have spend a lot of
time motivating your management team, you probably have the wrong people”. This is also in
alignment with the renowned leadership expert Jim Collins:

“The real critical thing is, question is not how to motivate people, but how to get the right
people who are self-motivated and self-disciplined, and to create an environment where
those people remain motivated, which is a very, very different question than how do you
take an unmotivated person and make them motivated. And the big mistake that people
make is they behave in ways that de-motivate already previously motivated people.”
(Collins, 2009)

For decades there has been a debate on monetary incentives like bonuses have a motivating or demotivating effect on the employees. Kuvaas & Dysvik 14 (2009), Deci & Ryan (2010; 2000; Gagne &
Deci, 2005), Thomas (2009), Pink (2010a), Watson (2011) and others claim that extrinsic rewards
like individual bonuses can be de-motivating rather than motivating. Yet again McShane and von
Glinow (2009), Nohria et al. (2008) and others claim that rewarding based on individual performance
assessments help fulfilling innate needs and drives. Furthermore, according to Herzberg, extrinsic
rewards are not even to be regarded as motivators, but rather KITAs, i.e. rewards instigating only
movement and not true motivation.

To conclude, the main dispute within motivational theory is definitely extrinsic vs. intrinsic
motivators, and no apparent closure on the matter seems near. Since what motivates a person is based
14
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on genes and upbringing (i.e. highly individual) it is maybe unrealistic to make any conclusions on say
that only intrinsic motivation for example is best for all people.

2.5 Classic motivational theories
To provide background to the contemporary theories used in this thesis, an overview of classic
motivational theories is given here.
A myriad of motivational theories has been proposed over the years. Miner did a survey in 1977 and
already then identified 110 distinct theories. 35 scholars were then chosen to select the most important
ones and this resulted in 32 scientific theories. These theories are listed in appendix A2.

2.5.1 Basic need and intrinsic reward theories
Gagne and Deci has in their article of 2005 emphasised the similarities and differences between the
SDT model and Maslow, Herzberg and Alderfer (Gagne & Deci, 2005). They note that there are
similarities that both are psychological needs and by satisfying these one would expect more effective
performance. The differences they mention are manifold, but one important aspect is that the
humanistic theories, according to Miner (Miner, 1990), lack empirical support, whereas SDT has
received large amount of empirical validation.

2.5.1.1

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

If you are to ask the average manager (or even a person in the street) on motivation theory, it is very
likely that the first answer that pops up in his/her mind is Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. He/she can
also explain to you that there are five hierarchical needs and that the one on top is self-actualisation 15.
In conjunction with McGregor’s theory X and Y, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, is very educational
and easy to grasp. This is probably one of the reasons for its fame (Hein, 2009b, chap.4). According to
Adair (2009) this is also the most influential theory of motivation.

Maslow was an important name in the emerging third wave in the sixties - the humanistic psychology.
The other two was psychoanalysis and behaviourism (Sjöberg, 1999). Maslow’s findings are very
often simplified in a hierarchy of five needs 16. In fact Maslow’s teaching was much more profound
than this. Scholars have later identified that Maslow postulated eight primary needs in his hierarchy
(Saeednia & Mariani, 2010; Saeednia, 2009; Kenyno, 2009). These are depicted in Figure 2-4 on the
next page.

15

This is based on self-experience when asking

16

McShane and von Glinow states that in fact the five needs where primary needs and should more accurately be

represented as drives rather than needs (McShane & von Glinow, 2009, p.136).
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Figure 2-4 Maslow's hierarchy of eight needs

Especially the self-transcendence has got much attention (Koltko-Rivera, 2006; Nordin, 2009;
Maslow, 1971; Frankl, 1997; Ward & Lasen, 2009; Daniels, 1982; Saeednia & Mariani, 2010;
Saeednia, 2009; Kenyno, 2009). Maslow (1971, p.292) himself wrote: ”Transcendence refers to the
very highest and most inclusive or holistic levels of human consciousness, behaving and relating, as
ends rather than as means, to oneself, to significant others, to human beings in general, to other
species, to nature and to the cosmos".

Even if Maslow’s theories have been highly popular, the empirical research is very limited (Sjöberg,
1999; Watson, 1996; Latham, 2007; Betz, 1984; Neher, 1991). In fact, Maslow developed his findings
based on professional observations and not on empirical findings. As a matter of fact he was later
surprised that it was so widely accepted before anyone tested it (McShane & von Glinow, 2009,
p.136). One of the weaknesses with the model is the hierarchy. It is not really necessary that a lower
order need must be fulfilled before one can fulfil a higher order need. Another criticism is the longterm vs. short-term criteria. Maslow assumed that needs changed over long time, but this is not always
the case. Sjöberg (Free translation from Swedish, 1999) wrote: “Perhaps Maslow’s theory has its
weakest point in that it do not consider how profound the differences between individuals really are”.
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2.5.1.2

Theory X and Theory Y

McGregor was along one of the most influential management thinkers. He made us change the concept
of the workers. He made them humans – not machines. He focused on the underlying needs of the
workers, rather than focusing on the task. He was a futurist and together with Peter F. Drucker he
brought us forward in our thinking towards the knowledge worker age.

Theory X was built on the classical theories that neither explains nor describes human nature. Theory
X is the authoritarian style, where emphasis is solely on productivity. The engineering approach to
management one could say. It based the assumption that the individuals inherently disliked their work,
abhor responsibility, and were work-shy, preferred to be directed and above all wanted safety. Thomas
Edison’s well-known statement was fitting for the Theory X individuals: “Opportunity is missed by
most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work.” The traditional enterprise with its
Theory X assumptions was focused on control of work, centralised decision making and hierarchical
pyramid. The incentives were that money, fringe benefits and fear motivated people. The underlying
assumptions are given in Table 2-1 .
Theory X

Theory Y

1. Work is inherently distasteful to most people

1. Work is as natural as play, if the conditions
are favourable.

2. Most people are not ambitious, have little desire 2.
for responsibility, and prefer to be directed

Self-control is often indispensable in
achieving organisational goals

3. Most people have little capacity for creative in 3. The capacity for creativity in solving
solving organisational problems
organisational problems is widely
distributed in the population
4. Motivation occurs only at the physiological and 4. Motivation occurs at the social, esteem, and
security levels.
self-actualisation levels, as well as at
the physiological and security levels
5. Most people must be closely controlled and often 5 People can be self-directed and creative at
coerced
to
achieve
organisational
work if properly motivated
objectives
Table 2-1 Assumptions about human nature that underlie McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y Source:
Hersey et. al. (2009)

From this Theory X, McGregor felt that one needed to find ways to motivate workers to the highest
levels of achievement. Theory X merely satisfied the lower level of Maslow’s needs. Theory Y
claimed that work could be as satisfying as play, were play is one of the most motivating activities the
individuals can do according to Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1998). Both play and work is in fact both
physical and mental activities. McGregor lay emphasise on the fact that the mental part must be put in
the centre of attention. Managers should not limit their attention to productivity, but should give more
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attention to the needs of their people. McGregor with his Theory Y organisation initiated for cohesive
work teams that had goals of the team that were parallel to the organisation’s goals. In such
organisations people are interested in their work, find it stimulating and want to contribute. McGregor
called Theory Y “the integration of individual and organisational goals”.

Despite McGregor used Maslow’s hierarchy of needs as his fundament, Butler (1986) argues:
“Without McGregor the management world would never have heard of Maslow. But Maslow gave
McGregor intellectual credibility, and in management circles, McGregor gave Maslow fame”.
Maslow himself stated about Theory Y:

”a good deal of the evidence upon which [McGregor] bases his conclusions comes from
my researches. . . But I of all people should know just how shaky this foundation is. . . My
work on motivations came from the clinic, from a study of neurotic people. . . I would like
to see a lot more studies of this kind before feeling finally convinced that this carry-over
from the study of neurosis to the study of labour in factories is legitimate.”
(Maslow, 1971)

The more important heritage from McGregor, is neither Theory X nor Theory Y – it is the assumptions
managers and leaders have on people. McGregor undergirded that his theories were in fact theories,
but one should from a managements perspective assume the individuals were X or Y. Burke et al.
(2009) wrote “McGregor stressed that Theory X and Y assumptions were no more than that –
assumptions, beliefs, attitudes – not management style”. Theory X or Theory Y is the manager’s
creation or hypothesis about human behaviour. The Theory Y tries to get rid of the carrot (in the
carrot-and-the-stick assumption) and replace it with intrinsic rewards, such as achievements of
knowledge, skill, or autonomy; self-confidence and respect; the exhilaration that comes from personal
growth; the satisfaction that comes from helping other or being socially responsible (Heil et al., 2000).

2.5.1.3

ERG theory

As mentioned above, Maslow’s need hierarchy is one of the earliest and most widely known theories.
In 1969, Clayton Alderfer, proclaimed the ERG-theory which is a refinement of Maslow’s hierarchy
of needs. ERG stands for Existence, Relatedness and Growth, which each represent a discrete group of
needs from Maslow’s ladder.

Existence needs represent the basic needs necessary for survival, physical and psychological.
Relatedness needs are the needs for interpersonal relationships, with family, peers or superiors.
Growth needs include self-development, personal growth and advancement.
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ERG theory differs from Maslow’s theorem in that at any point in time, any one or more of the ERG
needs may be operational, and if a higher-order need is subdued, a lower-order need may be enhanced.
Furthermore, frustration with a higher-order need may cause an individual to regress to a lower-order
need. In general, ERG-theory can be said to be a more flexible and dynamic variant of Maslow’s need
hierarchy.

Although ERG-theory has not been so thoroughly researched empirically, it is generally regarded as a
more valid and refined version of the need hierarchy (Robbins, 2007). Of the empirical research
applying ERG-theory that has been performed (Arnolds & Boshoff, 2000), it was found that top
management was motivated only by growth, i.e. in line with Herzberg’s theorem, whereas lower-level
employees responded best to pay, and in second hand growth. However, this shows that management
cannot assume that lower-level employees are only motivated by lower-order needs; higher-order
needs have to be taken into account as well.

2.5.1.4

Acquired needs theory

The acquired needs theory was formulated by David McClelland (1987) and proposes that motivation
stems from three basic needs which are learned, or acquired, throughout childhood. These three
acquired needs are achievement, affiliation and power, where individuals will have a high level of one
of these needs. McClelland relates these acquired needs to quite deep-set emotions, and sets up a
somewhat Freud-like theory of motivation, where for example a high achievement need in a person
can be related to high standards set by parents in the fostering of that person as a child. Similarly with
the power motive, where a high power need in a person can be related to parents allowing a high level
of aggression for that person as a child.

What the acquired needs theory can be used for in practice is to find out what motivates a certain
individual. A person with a high need for achievement should be given challenging tasks. A person
with a high need for affiliation performs best in a cooperative environment. A person with a high need
for power should be given the opportunity to manage.

2.5.1.5

Motivation and hygiene factor theory

In 1968, the American psychologist Frederick Herzberg (1968) wrote the famous and now classic
article “One More Time: How Do You Motivate Employees?” 17. Herzberg argues that we have to
discern between movement and motivation or, as Herzberg names them (respectively): hygiene and
motivators. Movement being “false motivation” instilled by the famous KITA (as expressed by
17

In fact, this publication had up 1987 sold 1.2 million reprints and was the most requested article from the

Harvard Business Review (Herzberg, 1987)
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Herzberg himself), or hygiene. Hygiene factors include administration, supervision, working
conditions and so forth; i.e. the general work environment as an extrinsic factor. Motivation and
motivators, on the other hand, are intrinsic and include achievement, recognition, work itself,
responsibility and advancement.

Movement caused by hygiene factors does not create true motivation; it merely gets the job done on a
short-time basis. As such, it creates a spiral of ever increasing salaries, fringe benefits and other
extrinsic factors, while still leaving much of any job dissatisfaction there. For example, even if you
give a bonus to an employee, he or she is not more motivated to do the actual job, but merely wants
the bonus and therefore does the task. For the next task, a similar or bigger bonus is expected, or
otherwise it will feel like a pay cut.

True motivation, then, is created from job enrichment, i.e. adding true value or depth to the task at
hand, something Herzberg refers to as “vertical job loading”. A table of vertical job loading factors is
presented below.

Principles of vertical job loading

A
B
C

D
E

F
G

Principle

Motivators involved

Removing some controls while retaining
accountability
Increasing the accountability of
individuals for own work
Giving a person a complete natural unit
of work (module, division, area, and so
on)
Granting additional authority to
employees in their activity; job freedom
Making periodic reports directly available
to the workers themselves rather than to
supervisors
Introducing new and more difficult tasks
not previously handled
Assigning individuals specific or
specialized tasks, enabling them to
become experts

Responsibility and personal achievement
Responsibility and recognition
Responsibility, achievement, and recognition

Responsibility, achievement, and recognition
Internal recognition

Growth and learning
Responsibility, growth, and advancement

Table 2-2 Vertical job loading Adapted from Herzberg (1987)

The hygiene-motivator theory has been tested extensively throughout the world by measuring what
factors that caused job dissatisfaction and what factors caused job satisfaction. The conclusion has
been that events related to hygiene overwhelmingly were the cause of job dissatisfaction, whereas
motivational factors mostly caused job satisfaction. Furthermore, this led to the conclusion that job
satisfaction is not the opposite of job dissatisfaction, since the causes of job dissatisfaction where
completely separate from those causing satisfaction. For example, the motivator “Achievement” very
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rarely caused dissatisfaction, whereas the hygiene factor “Supervision” mostly caused dissatisfaction.
Furthermore, the motivators A-G have been applied in field experiments and have shown to give
significant long-term performance improvements.

2.5.2 Extrinsic reward theories

2.5.2.1

Vroom’s Expectancy theory

The expectancy theory as formulated by Victor Vroom proposes a multiplicative formula, where the
product is motivation and the factors are valence, expectancy and instrumentality, i.e.
Motivation (or Force to perform an Act) = Valence x Expectancy x Instrumentality

Valence accounts for the expected return our outcome if effort is put in, i.e. the value of the reward for
the effort (could be pay or just job satisfaction). The value of a certain reward is of course up to each
individual, one reward may have a greater value to one than it has to another.

Instrumentality values how likely the effort will lead to other outcomes, and varies from -1 to 1. i.e.
what is the greater meaning of the task, will it lead to future growth or promotion.
Lastly, the Expectancy denotes the probability that a given act will be followed by the given outcome.

The original Vroom expectancy theory is often misquoted or travestied, for example Valence is often
ranged from -1 to 1, or first-level outcome (Performance) and second-level outcome (Reward) are
distinguished (Reinharth & Wahba, 1975).

The apparent simplicity of this model has made it quite popular, as it is easily demonstrated in theory
at seminars and courses and quite easily understandable by laymen. However, to actually apply or
practically use the theory scientifically is quite complex. Just to mention one thing, how is valence,
expectancy and instrumentality assessed in the field? As such, expectancy theory to a large extent
remains a theory only, although it does guide in understanding what factors affect motivation. In fact,
many studies have shown that there is no practical support for the theory in reality (Reinharth &
Wahba, 1975).

2.5.3 Goal setting theory
Goal setting is a wide area, and when people today think of goal setting in an organisational sense they
often think about “SMARTE” goals (Blanchard, 2009). However from a motivational point of view
the scholars most often refer to Edwin A. Locke and Gary P. Latham. They incorporated hundreds of
studies on the subject on goal setting and task performance (Locke et al., 1990; Gary P. Latham, 2007;
DuBrin, 2009, p.292).
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x

Their theory on goal setting and task performance resulted in that the goals should be
(DuBrin, 2009, p.292):Specific

x

Hard, but realistic

x

Accepted by the person

x

Used to evaluate performance

x

Linked to feedback and rewards

x

Set by individuals or groups

x

Learning oriented

Dubrin writes: “Goal setting is a basic process that is directly or indirectly part of all major theories
of work motivation” (DuBrin, 2009, p.290). The interesting thing about goals is that they are not really
motivational in themselves as incongruity of what employees do and what they seek for creates selfdissatisfaction, which again leads to a desire to reduce the incongruity between the genuine and the
ideal (Earley & Lituchy, 1991). It is really the emotional conflict created by not having achieved the
goal that builds the person’s motivation for reaching the goal.

The theory can be linked to the transformational leadership style, since vision really is an exalted goal.
However, Dubrin (2009, p.294).comments: “Goal setting is widely practiced by leaders and
managers, but they typically do not give careful consideration to goal-setting theory”

2.6 Contemporary motivation schemes
More contemporary motivation schemes based on intrinsic motivation became more popularized
through Daniel Pink’s best-selling book “Drive” published in January 2010 and maybe even more
popular when RSA did an animate summary of the book (Pink, 2010c). Pink himself considers his
findings remarkable (Pink, 2010b) since the business world usually undermine intrinsic motivation
and rather aim for extrinsic motivation. However Gincola (2011) notes: “Pink’s ideas for motivating
knowledge workers are based primarily on Edward Deci’s self-determination theory of human
behavior, which states that people have three innate psychological needs—to seek competence,
autonomy and relatedness”. Deci and Ryan have gained a lot of support in Scandinavia, especially the
associates of the Norwegian school of management have embraced these theories (Kuvaas, 2009,
Kuvaas, 2008c; Dysvik, 2010b).

The 4-drive theory is a contemporary Anglo-American theory that can be considered based on HRM
leadership (Nordrik & Bjerke, 2009), since it has elements of sharp differentiation among employees,
and also supports extrinsic rewards. Research on this theory is interesting for Scandinavian work
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environment, since it is by many claimed to be as a Trojan horse that breaks down the Scandinavian
leadership values (Nordrik & Stugu, 2011; Lederne, 2011a, Lederne, 2011b; Kuvaas, 2010a).

2.6.1 Self-determination theory
The popular contemporary motivational theory of Deci and Ryan’s (1990; 2000) self-determination
theory (SDT) is supported by Scandinavian scholars Kuvaas & Dysvik (BI Norwegian School of
Management) and Mia Reinholt (Copenhagen Business School), to name a few. A lot of the debates in
the HRM milieu in for example Norway have been between bonus incentives (BI Publisher, 2009;
Dn.no, 2009; E24, 2009; Ørjasæter, 2009) and goal oriented grades (Helgesen & Y. D. Dahle, 2010;
D. Y. Dahle, 2011; NTB, 2010) against intrinsic rewards. Professor Bård Kuvaas (Kuvaas, 2008c,
Kuvaas, 2008b, Kuvaas, 2010b) is often the person to express his voice and he strongly supports
evidence-based (Jeffrey Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006) self-determination theory. His voice gains more and
more respect in the Norwegian HRM surroundings (Farbrot, 2009). His colleague Anders Dysvik is
also supporting self-determination theory and has through his recent doctoral thesis (Dysvik, 2010a)
focused his attention around intrinsic rewards in an HRM context. His findings, which are based on
maybe the most recent Scandinavian Doctoral dissertation on the SDT theory, are given in pictorial
form in Figure 2-8 below.

Figure 2-5 Intrinsic motivation from an HRM viewpoint Source: Dysvik (2010b, p.5)

Another reason self-determination theory is so important today, is due to the popularity of former chief
speechwriter to Vice President Al Gore, Daniel H. Pink (2010a, 2010c) and his book “Drive”. This
book can be seen as a popularisation of Deci and Ryan’s self-determination theory to the masses 18.

Self-determination theory states that giving people the freedom to make personal choices leads to
personal empowerment, a higher sense of autonomy, and a higher level of interest in a task (Latham,
2007, p.142). Dubrin defines self-determination as: “an individual’s feeling of having a choice in
18

Deci’s (1995) book “Why we do what we do” is also popular, but not at the same level.
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initiating and regulating actions” (DuBrin, 2009, p.205). The primary difference between SDT and
most other work motivation theories is that the focus of SDT is on the relative strength of autonomous
versus controlled motivation, rather than on the total amount of motivation (Gagne & Deci, 2005). In
their famous paper of 2000 Ryan and Deci (2000) identifies three innate psychological needs – the
needs for competence (Adapted from White, 1963; Harter, 1978); relatedness (Adapted from
Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Reis, 1994) and autonomy (Adapted from deCharms and themselves). The
self-determination theory distinguishes between three different types of motivation, namely; intrinsic
motivation, introjected motivation and external motivation. External motivation means that an
individual engages in an activity to attain a positive or to avoid a negative external outcome; thus, the
reason underlying the behaviour is not inherent in the behaviour itself but rather is instrumental in
obtaining separate outcomes (Foss et al., 2009; Ryan & Deci, 2000). Intrinsic motivation involves
doing an activity because it is in accord with the individual’s intrinsic interest and personal values
(Foss et al., 2009; Ryan & Deci, 2000). Introjected motivation occurs when an individual “takes in” an
external regulation but does not accept it as his or her own (Ryan & Deci, 2000).

According to Dysvik (2010a) there are strong indications that supports that SDT has a lot in common
with work design (Hackman & Oldham, 1976), work engagement (e.g. Salanova et al., 2005),
perceived empowerment (e.g. Spreitzer, 1995), and even some research on flow (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi
et al., 2005), but also distinct differences that make the theories difficult to merge as a common
standardised set of theories.

Latham and Locke are two of the most renowned scholars that question the validity of the selfdetermination theory. They phrase it “Highly limited support” (Locke & Latham, 2004; Latham,
2007).

It is also interesting to note that when Hein (2009b) at Copenhagen Business School wrote her 272
page long book called “Motivation” in 2009 she chose not to even mention neither Deci nor Ryan.
This surely shows the difficulty of unifying on one motivational framework. You have Reinholt
(2008) sitting at one office at Copenhagen Business School and supporting self-determination theory,
and you have Helle Hein sitting at another office in the same building in Copenhagen finding the selfdetermination theory not influential enough to mention in a contemporary book on the subject.

2.6.2 4-drive theory
The two Harvard business school professors Paul R. Lawrence and Nithin Nohria, wrote in 2001 a
book on the innate human drives called “Driven : How Human Nature Shapes Our Choices”. This
book tries to unite several cross-disciplinary scientific fields (neuroscience, anthropology,
evolutionary biology and evolutionary psychology, etc) in order to explain our common evolutionary
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heritage. The 4-drive theory is a holistic and humanistic theory and Lawrence and Nohria postulated in
their book that four basic emotional ever-present drives or needs 19 are hardwired into the human
organism. These four drives produce emotions that affect our behaviour. Lawrence and Nohria explain
that about 75,000 to 100,000 years ago hunter and gatherers started a process that shaped the human
brain from then on. According to Lawrence and Nohria, biologists agree that the human drives that
evolved in this timeframe is basically identical to ones the human being is affected upon today.

The four drives Lawrence and Nohria postulated in 2001 were; acquire, bond, learn and defend, but
were later altered to an abcd-tag scheme:

x

D1: Drive to Acquire. This is the drive to acquire scarce goods; seek, take control and retain
objects; and personal experiences. It is also about improving social status and recognition in
society. The noticeable reality with the drive to acquire is that it is insatiable. One can quell
one’s passion in the short-term, but in the long term this is difficult. Lawrence and Nohria note
that the drive to acquire is relative to others. So, it you earn SEK 1,000,000, which is rather
good, but all your colleagues earn SEK 1,500,000 your drive to acquire will kick in and you
are not really satisfied.

x

D2: Drive to Bond. This is the drive bound to emotions like love and caring; to form social
relationships and caring commitments to others. The authors argue that this bound is only
fulfilled with the affection is mutual and voluntarily. Nohria et al. (2008) write “At work, the
drive to bond accounts for the enormous boost in motivation when employees feel proud of
belonging to the organization and for their loss of morale when the institution betrays them”.

x

D3: Drive to Comprehend. This is the drive to make sense of the world around us; to satisfy
our curiosity, wonder and inquisitiveness; and to understand ourselves. For example all world
religion is a result of this innate drive. When an individual acknowledges a knowledge gap in
a field that taps into his passion, the person has an innate drive to close this gap. This drive
also supports the need for the human being to make a meaningful contribution (Nohria et al.,
2008).

x

D4: Drive to Defend. This is the drive to protect our loved ones, our ideas and beliefs; to
protect ourselves socially and physically. This is likely to be the first drive that got developed

19

Nohria et al. do not try to differ between needs or drives.
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and is always reactive. This drive is one of the reasons for people being so resistant to change.
This drive is also linked to the passivity and frustration to long periods of stress and threats.

Lawrence has continued his quest and has recently published a book where he connects the four drives
to leadership (Lawrence, 2010). Here he emphasizes an aspect that is regarded very important in
today’s organizations - that is trust (Lewicki et al., 1998; Covey & Merrill, 2006; Yukl, 2009). Lynch
and Lawrence (forthcoming) have developed a model they call “Trust Ladder with Four Drives of
Human Nature”. This explains in pictorial form the conflict between the various innate drives. The
trust ladder is given in Figure 2-5 below.

Figure 2-6 Trust ladder and 4-drive compass Source: Lynch & Lawrence, (forthcoming)

The 4-drive theory explains motivation and goal-directed choice and effort (see Figure 26 on next page).
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Past
experience
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comprehend

Personal
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Drive to
bond

Social
norms

Drive to
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drive demands

Goal directed
choice and effort

Drive to
defend

Figure 2-7 4-drive theory of motivation Adapted from McShane & von Glinow (2009, p.141)

Based on research at Harvard Business School Nohria, Groysberg and Lee conducted research on how
to make big improvement in employee motivation. The results were presented in the Harvard Business
Review article “Employee Motivation: A Powerful New Model” in 2008. According to this article 20 a
survey were performed on about 5,000 employees in two global companies as well as employees from
numerous Fortune 500 companies, about frequently measured work indicators; engagement,
commitment, satisfaction, and intention to quit. The findings showed distinct improvement on these
four indicators when all four drives were met. The research by Nohria et al. resulted in a list of
organisational levers of motivation. These findings are given in the figure below.

20

Unfortunately we have not been able to find the research articles that are the sources of these findings. We

believe they have not been published anywhere else than in the HBR article.
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Figure 2-8 The organizational levers of motivation Source: Nohria et al. (2008)
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3 Methodology
Work motivation is really a qualitative concept, but in order to support the purpose of this study, we
have conducted an empirical study by utilising a quantitative questionnaire. Utilising a quantitative
process is also often done in research papers and Doctoral dissertations (e.g. Galletta et al., 2011;
Dysvik, 2010a; Jelstad, 2007). The purpose of the field study is to evaluate SDT and 4-drive in the
Scandinavian context in order to find support for our hypotheses.

3.1 Questionnaire
The field study was conducted through questionnaires. The questionnaires posed questions related as
follows:
i.

The first part is the background part that records the age, gender, education, origin and nature
of work. This is to get the necessary background and to see whether age (generation X, Y,
etc), gender, or cultural background impacts the results. Nature of work is to make a check on
the level of complex tasks the workers performs. Is it slightly routine or highly creative?

ii.

The second part is two questions that are related to checking systematic bias by questions on
pride and engagement.

iii.

The third part contains questions on knowledge worker characteristics.

iv.

The fourth part is on the SDT theory and some support questions on Thomas’ (2009) intrinsic
motivation framework

v.

The fourth part treats the 4-drive theory.

It was not visible to the respondent what theory or motivational factor a certain question related to.
The main target of the survey was a mid-sized Swedish consultancy firm (Altran Technologies)
comprised mainly of knowledge workers. In addition the survey has been passed on to various other
Scandinavian knowledge workers. The number of invitations have been approximately; 300 Swedish
employees; 100 Norwegian employees; 10 Danish employees. Ideally the Danish invitation list should
have been longer to reflect an even distribution of the respondents, but this was not feasible at the time
of this study.

The questionnaire used different scales. The general questions utilised nominal levels and the main
part utilised ordinal levels.

Most of the questions were addressed utilising a 5-point Likert’s scale (Likert, 1932). As described by
Oppenheim (1998, p.196) we used the following scale; (most favourable) – 5: strongly agree; 4 :
agree; 3 : uncertain; 2 : disagree; (most unfavourable) – 1 : strongly disagree. This is an ordinal level
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(scale) of measurement (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010, pp.76-77). There is a large portion of confusion
by the researchers when measuring ordinal-levels in questionnaires. The Likert scales have a rank
order, but the intervals between the various values cannot be presumed alike (Jamieson, 2004).
However, researchers frequently assume they are (Blaikie 2003, p.23) and arithmetical measures are
used rather than the more correct median or mode for ordinal data (Jamieson, 2004). As Gliem and
Gliem (2003) suggests we will calculate and report Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for internal
consistency reliability for our scales. For measure we despite Jamieson’s (2004) warnings, we align
with the common practice in the field (Dysvik and Kuvaas ,2008; Deci and Ryan, 2004; Gliem &
Gliem, 2003) and utilises means and deviation. When the question is in reverse order, we have simply
reversed the scores.

Kuvaas (2008d, chap.3) writes that as a rule of thumb one should aim for a lower threshold of three
questions in order to measure a psychological characteristic. Kuvaas (2008a) bases this on his own
research tool for measuring intrinsic motivation. Kuvaas (free translation 2008d, p.62) writes:

“The wider a phenomenon or a concept is - the more statements you need to include in
order to measure it in a reliable way. This would make it impossible to develop a good
one-dimensional measure of motivation, since there are so many various types of
motivation”.

When using a Likert’s scale questionnaire typically 100 respondents should suffice (Oppenheim, 1998,
p.195).

3.1.1.1

Self-determination theory

Ideally, one could argue that we should have utilised only Deci and Ryan developed scales (Anon,
2008b). This would result in solid empirical support and make our questionnaire reliable and valid
(Jelstad, 2007). On the other hand both Latham (2007), and Cameron and Pierce (2006) claim that
Deci and Ryan show limited empirical support. For this reason we have based our input around
commonly utilised scales, but we have also tried to make a questionnaire that will have a structure so
that the respondent recognises the style of the questions. Therefore we have to some degree deviated
from the standard scales (see argumentation below).

Job autonomy
The job autonomy questions is primarily based on Hackman and Oldhams’s (1974; 1980) Job
Diagnostic Survey (JDS), Idaszak and Drasgow’s (1987) revised version of JDS and Morgeson and
Humphery’s (2006) Work Design Questionaire (WDQ). The JDS model continues to be the most
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widely used to measure the nature of jobs (Fields, 2002, p.70). Mullins (2008, pp.203-204) describes
the empirical support of the JDS as mixed. We have chosen to slightly rephrase the question. This can
be seen as a weakness, since the empirical support of JDS and WDQ is based on the questions being
identical. The reason we altered the questions was because we wanted the respondent to be aware that
the questions were indeed related to motivation, and that the questionnaire was not only a SDT
questionnaire.

Autonomy questions
Auton 1

It is important for my motivation that I experience a high degree of autonomy
(free from external control and constraint) in my daily routines?

Auton 2

It is important for my motivation that my work gives me considerable
opportunity for independence and freedom in how I do my work?

Auton 3

It is important for my motivation that the work gives me a chance to use my
personal initiative and judgment in carrying out my work?

Auton 4

I experience high degree of motivation when I can choose how to perform
the task myself?

Relatedness
For relatedness we have relied on elements from the Work-related Basic Need Satisfaction Scale (WBNS) (Broeck et al., 2010) and Basic Psychological Needs Scale (Anon, 2008a) 21. However, we have
not strictly used the same wording. This clearly is a weakness for empirical support, although the
quantity of questions should support reasonable validity and reliability.

Relatedness questions
Related 1
b

Related 2

It is important for my motivation that I like the people I work with?
It is important for my motivation that knowledge is being shared among
colleagues?

b

Related 3

It is important for my motivation that there are no collegial conflicts related
to my activities?

Related 4b

It is important for my motivation that management foster reliance and
friendship among co-workers?

b

Related 5

It is important for my motivation that management value collaboration and
teamwork?

Related 6b

21

I experience high degree of motivation when I have a good relationship with

Note that these two are almost identical. Both relies on work by Deci and Ryan (Baard et al., 2004).
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my boss/manager and my colleagues?

b

support question not related to JDS or WDQ.

Competence
For competence we have based our questions around the Perceived Competence Scale (PCS) (Anon,
2008c). As for autonomy and relatedness we have chosen to not phrase the questions identical to Deci
and Ryan.
Comp 1

It is important for my motivation that I am able to achieve my goals in my
job

Comp 2

It is important for my motivation that I am capable of learning the material in
my job

Comp 3

It is important for my motivation that I feel like I am performing well

Comp 4

I experience high degree of motivation when I am able to increase my
knowledge from the task itself?

3.1.1.2

Thomas’ Intrinsic motivation framework

In order to support our hypothesis (H2) we have included one question from each of Thomas’ (2009)
four ground pillars. Two of his elements are considered identical to the autonomy and competence in
the self-determination theory, whereas the two latter ones, meaningfulness and progress are not found
in the self-determination theory. Thomas four ground pillars are given in the appendix A3.

The four questions related to Thomas’ intrinsic motivational framework are:
Thomas 1a

I experience high degree of motivation when I can choose how to

(choice or

perform the task myself?

autonomy)
Thomas 2a

I experience high degree of motivation when I am able to increase my

(Competence)

knowledge from the task itself?

Thomas 3

I experience high degree of motivation when I feel the task has some

(Meaningfulness) greater meaning?
Thomas 4

I experience high degree of motivation when the work effort results in

(progress)

task progress?

a

identical to self-determination question under autonomy
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3.1.2 4-drive theory
For the 4-drive theory we have tried to adapt to questions that are related to the statements by Nohria
et al. (2008) in Figure 2-8. We have not been able to find any research article other than the HBR
article that support their finding. Therefore we have no access to the questions in hand Nohria et al.
(2008) used. We have therefore tried to find questions that we believe are as similar as possible to the
ones Nohria et al. (2008) used in their research.

The purpose of the examining of the 4-drive theory is to see if Hypothesis (H3b) can be supported.

D1 : Acquire

Acquire 1

It is important for my motivation that the management sharply differentiate
good performers from average and poor performers?

Acquire 2

It is important for my motivation that the management tie rewards (such as
salary, bonuses and promotion) clearly to performance?

Acquire 3

It is important for my motivation that similar employees as me in other
companies have lower or equivalent salary than myself?

D2 : Bond
Note that all these three questions were also included in the relatedness section above under selfdetermination theory.

Bond 1

It is important for my motivation that management foster reliance and
friendship among co-workers?

Bond 2

It is important for my motivation that management value collaboration and
teamwork?

Bond 3

It is important for my motivation that management encourage sharing of
knowledge and best practices?

D3 : Comprehend

Comp 1

It is important for my motivation that management design my job such that it
has a distinct and important role in the organisation?

Comp 2

It is important for my motivation that the management design my job such
that I can use what I am best at and what I have passion for

Comp 3

It is important for my motivation that management value my contribution
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D4 : Defend

Defend 1

It is important for my motivation that management have open-book/opendoor policy

Defend 2

It is important for my motivation that management build processes and
responsibility around trust and fairness

Defend 3

It is important for my motivation that management allow me to defend my
ideas and contribution

3.2 Challenges related to motivational methodology
3.2.1.1

Operationalisation

As mentioned in the theory section, there exist numerous theories related to motivational definitions.
In addition, there exist even more definitions in every-day language, so definitions in a survey are
bound to be subjectively linked. One could early in the questionnaire define all parameters, but often
there is a problem that (a) people do not really read the introduction, (b) skips the whole questionnaire
because it takes too long time, (c) despite the definitions they use their subjective interpretation of the
definitions. A great part of our respondents are working with R&D and have a technical background.
This means that it is not likely they have extensive knowledge in the area of psychology and HRM.
We have therefore tried to address the question such that they are as unbiased from subjective
interpretations as possible.

3.2.1.2

Validity and reliability

Motivation is a result of numerous psychological processes (Hein, 2009b, p.247). This means that
motivation is by nature an unconscious concept and it is therefore hard to pinpoint distinct variables
that defines ones motivational state. Therefore for motivational measurements there are challenges
attached to the two most basic elements, namely reliability and validity (Kuvaas, 2008, p.59; Hein,
2009b, pp.247-248). Reliability refers to the stability of the measure itself (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010,
p.79) ). Validity is related to that the measures are capturing what they are supposed to capture (Ghauri
& Grønhaug, 2010, p.78).

In order to measure the reliability of a measurement, scholars often use a reliability indicator called
Cronbach’s alpha (Kuvaas, 2008c, pp.62-63; Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010, p.81). This measure Į LV
therefore an estimate of the correlation between two random samples of items from a universe of items
like those in the test (Cronbach, 1951). For research studies the lower threshold by using Cronbach's
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alpha is often 0.70 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994), but Kuvaas (Kuvaas, 2008c, p.63) debates that the
score should be distinctly higher than 0.70. One should note that the reliability of a measure can easily
be designed such that the reliability is being increased, whereas the validity stays the same. Therefore
it is important to utilise questions that both increase reliability and validity at the same time. This can
be achieved by varying the questions such that they measure the same thing, but are addressed slightly
different.

Herzberg et al. (1993) state that there is a big difference between the social accept that is tied to to
various answers. As an example there can be problematic in some cultures to state that one is highly
motivated by salary, whilst in other cultures this is considered normal (Hein, 2009b, p.248). For this
reason we have made the questionnaire anonymous to minimise such predispositions.

3.2.2 Interpretational problems

3.2.2.1

Fulfilled vs. non-fulfilled needs

Hein (2009b, pp.248-249) notes that often the respondent bases her/his answers on his current fulfilled
needs. To illustrate we can take the classical example of the need for air. As long as people have
access to air, they do not see the need for getting this satisfied. It is forgotten in bigger context.
However, if someone were to such all the air out of the respondents office, there would only be one
need she/he would desperately need fulfilled and that would be air. This tendency is difficult to
eliminate by only optimising the questions. For the validity to this problem, we have made the
assumption that with a large number of respondents and with statistical analysis, this bias will be
minimised.

3.2.2.2

Biased positivity and negativity

Kuvaas (Kuvaas, 2010a speech by Kuvaas) notes that the average workers often tend to judge their
contributions as above average, and of course by definition this indicate that the individual respondent
will have a biased positive tendency. In questions like “are you are a highly engaged employee”, one
often get results that are more positive that one would get if evaluated by a third person. Another
challenge is that the respondent usually bases his answers on their emotional state they are in whilst
filling out the questionnaire (Hein, 2009b, pp.249-250). So if the respondent has had a bad day, she/he
tend to address the answers more negatively than if he has had a good day. There is difficult to address
the questions to avoid this tendency, but statistical measures in the interpretations should minimise this
effect.
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3.2.2.3

Is or has become

Hackman and Oldham (1980) pointed out more than thirty years ago that the respondent usually bases
his answers on who she/he is, and not really who she/he has become. Typically in motivational studies
for an organisational setting, one is just as interested in how and why the respondent has become how
she/he is, rather than a snap point in time. For our research we have done no attempt to remove this
interpretational matter.

3.2.2.4

Frustration biasing

Frustrated employees we propose have a tendency to give more negative answers than necessary
because they hope the interpretations of the survey will result in changes will be made. This is partly
supported by Gharui and Grønhaug (2010, p.78) in what they call transient personal factors. Since this
is a questionnaire for a master thesis, we have made the assumption that no such bias will be done by
the respondents. The reason for this is as simple that there is very little chance that our thesis will
change how the companies they work for will run their organisation.

3.2.2.5

Stable characteristics

Some respondents are likely to extreme ends of response scale, while others tend to centre their
answers around the middle (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010, p.78). This can be averaged out by large
enough group of respondents.

3.2.2.6

Situational factors

The situation can bias the way the respondents answer the questions. For example, time pressure,
variations in administration of the measurement, and mechanical factors, such as a mark in wrong box
or incorrectly coded responses (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010, p.78). Our questionnaire is sent out via email, so the respondents can choose themselves when to do the questionnaire. However, it is likely
that the respondents do this during the work day, since they did receive the invitation on their work email address. This means that the average worker today is fighting the dilemma with doing the most
important vs. the urgent (Covey et al., 2001), and it is likely that this questionnaire is considered not
the most important task during the day. We assume therefore that they will answer the questionnaire as
fast as they can. We did not choose to add a box called “choose not to answer this question”. This
means that some percentage of the respondents might have had questions related to the statement and
just put their answer in the middle. We have made no attempt to remove these potential systematic
biases or random errors (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010, p.79).
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4 Empirical findings
4.1 Screening of data
Prior to analysing all the data, we screened the complete data set. This resulted in two measures:
x
x
x

All respondents that answered on less than 75% of the questions were disregarded. This
resulted in that 25% of the answers were disregarded.
We manually checked all results to identify if some had some abnormal trend (like all
answers in the middle). No such abnormal trend was found.
We added two questions to identify potential systematic bias:
Full sample of respondents
N

Mean

SD

Median

I am proud of my work

135

4.16

0.84

4

Do you consider yourself a highly engaged employee?

137

3.99

0.68

4

4.2 Data description
The response rate has been identical to what we could expect with about 45% have initiated the
survey. Baruch (1999) noted that in 1995 typically 48% answered such surveys, and due to the
falling trend, 45% is considered normal. On the other hand 25% did not fill out the survey
sufficiently and has been disregarded. This left us with 139 respondents. This is above the
threshold of 100 respondents that we aimed for (Oppenheim, 1998). The weight of female is
low, only some 15%. The reason for this is that still in technical positions the rate of female
employees are low. In order to get a more even distribution of sex, we would have needed to
address the questionnaire to other knowledge workers than primarily science related R&D
workers.
Full sample of respondents
Number of respondents in total

191

Valid responses used in

139

Rate of female respondents

15%

Place of birth

Sweden: 104;
Norway: 27;
Denmark: 0;
other: 8
Sweden: 110;
Norway: 26;
Denmark: 0;
other: 2

Country of residence

Table 4-1 General information of the sample
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The age distribution is plotted in the histogram in Figure 4-1 below. A major part of the sample is
between 30 and 40 years old and only 10.1% of the respondents can be considered generation Y. Most
of the respondents would be considered generation X.

Figure 4-1 Age distribution

The respondents were primarily from Sweden and some were also from Norway as can be identified
from the Table 4-2 below.
Country of residence

Norway
Sweden
Total

Frequency
27
112
139

Percent
19,4
80,6
100,0

Cumulative
Percent
19,4
100,0

Table 4-2 Country of residence

4.3 Knowledge worker support
Before we can assure that the data set is valid for a survey on the Scandinavian knowledge worker, we
need to analyse the instruments related to knowledge worker support.

The questionnaire was issued foremost to knowledge workers in the R&D industry. This trend can
clearly be seen in the Table 4-3 on page 59.
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Nature of work
Cumulative
R&D
Sales, marketing and support
Administrative and HR
Manager (project manager, middle
manager, executive manager)
Production
Total

Frequency
83
7
4
36

Percent
59,7
5,0
2,9
25,9

Percent
60,1
65,2
68,1
94,2

8
139

5,8
100,0

100,0

Table 4-3 Nature of work

To further support that the data set is valid for a knowledge worker survey, Table 4-4 below shows
that less than 3% of the respondents have education of less than Bachelor. This gives very strong
indications on verifying the validity of the sample.
Level of education
Cumulative
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Less than Bachelor degree

4

2,9

2,9

2,9

Bachelor degree or similar

43

30,9

30,9

33,8

Master degree or similar

82

59,0

59,0

92,8

Doctoral programme or similar

10

7,2

7,2

100,0

139

100,0

100,0

Total

Table 4-4 Level of education
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4.4 Self-determination theory
The empirical data are given in subsequent chapters for SDT. The data is extracted from utilising
IBM® SPSS® Statistics version 19.

4.4.1 Autonomy
The SDT autonomy has a mean of 4.378 and Cronbach’s alpha of 0.676. The Cronbach’s alpha is
slightly below 0.7 which is considered high (Anthony, 2011), but we also not that when we extract the
results only from Sweden, we get Cronbach’s alpha of 0.711.

Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Item Means

Minimum

Maximum

Variance

N of Items

4.264

3.984

4.464

.041

4

Item Variances

.495

.380

.758

.031

4

Inter-Item Correlations

.351

.202

.465

.008

4

Cronbach’s alpha
A

0.676

A

Table 4-5 SDT Autonomy
Note that Cronbach’s alpha for Sweden is 0.711 and for Norway 0.319.

4.4.2 Relatedness
Mean is 4.132 and Cronbach’s alpha is 0.727, which indicate that the questions are measuring
the same construct.
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Item Means

Minimum

Maximum

Variance

N of Items

4.132

3.574

4.372

.083

6

Item Variances

.642

.501

.965

.031

6

Inter-Item Correlations

.325

.111

.642

.020

6

Cronbach’s alpha

.727

Table 4-6 SDT relatedness
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4.4.3 Competence
The mean is high with 4.378 and Cronbach’s alpha is low with only 0.569.
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Item Means

Minimum

Maximum

Variance

N of Items

4.378

4.220

4.551

.021

4

Item Variances

.475

.408

.548

.005

4

Inter-Item Correlations

.248

.049

.546

.027

4

Cronbach’s alpha

.569

Table 4-7 SDT Competence

4.4.4 Overall
Combining all SDT questions we have a mean of 4.24 and a Cronbach’s alpha of above 0.7.
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Item Means

Minimum

Maximum

Variance

N of Items

4.240

3.576

4.585

0.060

14

Item Variances

.547

.365

.981

.0.031

14

Inter-Item Correlations

.183

-.154

.673

.022

14

Cronbach’s alpha

0.748

Table 4-8 SDT overall

Auton 1

Auton 2

Auton 3

Auton 4

Comp 1

Comp 2

Comp 3

Comp 4

Relate 1

Relate 2

Relate 3

Relate 4

Relate 5

Auton 1

1.000

Auton 2

.468**

1.000

Auton 3

.328**

.407**

1.000

Auton 4

.302**

.373**

.216**

1.000

Comp 1

.078

.078

.079

.197*

1.000

Comp 2

.192

.114

.082

.165

.283**

1.000

Comp 3

.228**

.292**

.042

.235**

.281*

.546**

1.000

Comp 4

.163

.308**

.374**

.108

.053

.127

.183*

1.000

Relate 1

.011

.054

-.065

.075

.009

.031

.272**

.045

1.000

Relate 2

-.026

-.003

-.002

.206*

.109

.194*

.183*

.180*

.461**

1.000

Relate 3

-.036

-.125

-.060

.104

.334**

.261**

.279**

.173*

.116

.138

1.000

Relate 4

.139

.053

.004

.233**

.257**

.238**

.335**

.047

.317**

.361**

.190*

1.000

Relate 5

.093

.144

.125

.293**

.292**

.099

.273**

.132

.301**

.391**

.225**

.644**

1.000

Relate 6

-.128

.014

.180*

.119

.172

.048

.280**

.187*

.291**

.291**

.178*

.396**

.534**

Relate 6

1.000

Table 4-9 SDT inter-item correlation matrix (** = Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). *=
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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In Table 4-9, the inter-correlation between SDT items is shown. The orange sections show intercorrelations within the same drive, whereas the dark-grey sections denote separate drives that show
strong correlation between each other. Other interesting correlations are marked with green colour.

4.4.5 The SDT based Thomas’ intrinsic motivation scheme
Mean is high with 4.372 and Cronbach’s alpha is lower than 0.7.
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Item Means

Minimum

Maximum

Variance

N of Items

4.372

4.289

4.444

.005

4

Item Variances

.437

.386

.514

.003

4

Inter-Item Correlations

.305

.219

.388

.003

4

Cronbach’s alpha

0.636

Table 4-10 Thomas intrinsic motivation scheme
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4.5 4-drive theory
4.5.1 D1: Acquire
The mean is low with 3.164 and the Cronbach’s alpha is below 0.7 with 0.597.
Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Minimum

Maximum

Variance

N of Items

Item Means

3,164

2,695

3,586

,200

3

Item Variances

1,153

,906

1,300

,046

3

,341

,230

,504

,017

3

Inter-Item Correlations

Cronbach’s alpha

0.597

Table 4-11 4-drive Acquire

Since alpha is low, detailed statistics are included for analysis.
Item statistics

Acquire 1

It is important for my motivation that the management sharply differentiate
good performers from average and poor performers?

3,205

Acquire 2

It is important for my motivation that the management tie rewards (such as
salary, bonuses and promotion) clearly to performance?

3,610

Acquire 3

It is important for my motivation that similar employees as me in other
companies have lower or equivalent salary than myself?

2,709

Table 4-12 4-drive Acquire details
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4.5.2 D2: Bond
The mean is high with 4.211 and Cronbach’s alpha above 0.7 with 0.802.
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Item Means

Minimum

Maximum

Variance

N of Items

4,211

4,092

4,328

,014

3

Item Variances

,599

,585

,622

,000

3

Inter-Item Correlations

,575

,470

,647

,007

3

Cronbach’s alpha

0.802

Table 4-13 4-drive Bond

4.5.3 D3: Comprehend
The mean is high with 4.113 and Cronbach’s alpha is well below 0.7 with 0.494.
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Item Means

Minimum

Maximum

Variance

N of Items

4,113

3,723

4,392

,121

3

Item Variances

,650

,380

,899

,068

3

Inter-Item Correlations

,249

,187

,320

,004

3

Cronbach’s alpha

0.494

Table 4-14 4-drive Comprehend

Since alpha is low, detailed statistics are included for analysis.
Item statistics

Comprehend 1

It is important for my motivation that management design my job such
that it has a distinct and important role in the organisation?

3,725

Comprehend 2

It is important for my motivation that the management design my job
such that I can use what I am best at and what I have passion for

4,229

Comprehend 3

It is important for my motivation that management value my contribution

4,397

Table 4-15 4-drive Comprehend details
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4.5.4 D4: Defend
The mean is high with 4.227 and the Cronbach’s alpha is below 0.7 with 0.633.
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Item Means

Minimum

Maximum

Variance

N of Items

4,227

4,152

4,272

,004

3

Item Variances

,539

,418

,630

,012

3

Inter-Item Correlations

,369

,269

,451

,007

3

Cronbach’s alpha

0.633

Table 4-16 4-drive Defend

Since alpha is low, detailed statistics are included for analysis.
Item statistics

Defend 1

It is important for my motivation that management have open-book/open-door
policy

4,138

Defend 2

It is important for my motivation that management build processes and
responsibility around trust and fairness

4,271

Defend 3

It is important for my motivation that management allow me to defend my
ideas and contribution

4,258

Table 4-17 4-drive Defend details

4.5.5 4-Drive overall
The mean is 3.936 and the Cronbach’s alpha is below 0.7 with 0.682.
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Item Means

Minimum

Maximum

Variance

N of Items

3.936

2.723

4.387

.274

12

Item Variances

.705

.392

1.270

.084

12

Inter-Item Correlations

.172

-.184

.628

.030

12

Cronbach’s alpha

0.682

Table 4-18 4-drive overall
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Acquire 1
Acquire 1

Acquire 2

Acquire 3

Bond 2

Bond 3

Comp. 1

Comp. 2

Comp. 3

Defend 1

Defend 2

Defend 3

1

Acquire 2

,507

**

1

Acquire 3

,235**

,305**

1

Bond 1

-,023

-,057

-,030

Bond 2

,028

-,036

-,082
*

Bond 3

-,045

-,080

-,224

Comprehend 1

,197

*

,124

,236

Comprehend 2

,136

,112

,136

*

Comprehend 3

Bond 1

,191

1
,644

**

1

,470

**

,610**

**

,071

,197

,023

,139

,135

,171

Defend 1

,020

,135

-,042

,315

**

Defend 2

,095

,094

,001

,258

**

Defend 3

,037

,017

,069

,234**

*

1
*

1

,032

,029

,320**

,325

**

*

,187

*

,290

**

,292

**

,181

*

,280

**

,274

**

,293**

,183

,187

,256**

,228

**

,273**

1
**

1

,103

,215*

,245

,225

*

,135

,288

**

,346**

1
**

1

,274**

,453**

,355

1

Table 4-19: 4 Drive inter-item correlation matrix (** = Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2tailed). *= Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

In Table 4-19, the inter-correlation between 4-drive items is shown. The orange sections show intercorrelations within the same drive, whereas the dark-grey sections denote separate drives that show
strong correlation between each other. For the orange sections, it is quite evident why the alpha is low
for all drives except Bond, as the correlation is low between items related to the same drive. Other
interesting correlations are marked with green colour.

5 Discussion
5.1 Discussion of results
The objective of this research study was to validate motivational theories in a Scandinavian
knowledge-intensive work environment.

5.1.1 Screening of data
The dataset was screened to verify its accuracy. About 25% were disregarded due to its lack of
completeness in the answers and no one-dimensional outliers were found. We also added two
questions to test if there could be any biased trend among the dataset.

The first question related to worker’s attitude is how proud they are of their job. An extreme shift to
one of the directions might indicate a systematic bias in the data set. Especially is this true if the
answers here are negative (ref. transient personal factors (Majumdar, 2007, p.145)). The answers we
got with mean of 4.15 and standard deviation of 0.84, indicate that there could be a weak systematic
bias. However, since the trend is positive we have chosen not to compensate for any expected
systematic bias.

In the introduction we referred at various surveys and linked work engagement and related this to
motivation. Our predominance of positive answer to work engagement shows some interesting
findings. According to BlessingWhite’s (2011) survey only 13% of European R&D workers consider
themselves as engaged. Our question showed the complete contradictors with less than 13% consider
themselves as disengaged. We are aware that we have only one question related to work engagement
and that we cannot base any conclusion on this one question. However, the spread from BelssingWhite
indicate the difficulty in addressing these types of questions. On employee satisfaction McShane and
von Glinow (2009, p.108) mark: “Another indication is that employees rate almost all aspects of the
job lower than their overall satisfaction”. So typically these types of questions have larger systematic
bias.

All questions were given in the English language, whereas most of the respondents had Swedish and
Norwegian as first language. Since the educational level is high and mainly technical, we also assume
a high English skill level.

The screening of data shows that the dataset can be regarded as representative, but that there could
potentially be a systematic positive bias.
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5.1.1.1

Age and country

The age distribution indicate that most of the worker’s is from generation X. Marston (2007) suggests
that generation Y (or what’s-in-it-for-me-generation) needs a new framework of motivation. Our
dataset is not consistent to support this generation. Our dataset is valid for a standard R&D intensive
dataset.

Ideally one third of the respondents should come from each country. Since we have not been able to
gather any data from Denmark, the results are only truly valid for Sweden and Norway. Since the
authors work in Norway and Sweden our primary interest has been these two countries. We suggest
that the results given should also be representative for Scandinavia as whole, despite the lack of
Danish respondents.

5.1.1.2

Knowledge workers

Both education level and nature of work indicate that the dataset is representative for knowledge
workers. It is reasonable to believe that a large portion of the employers listed under Manager, are also
R&D employees and also considered R&D knowledge workers. Typically R&D staff has more
creative and knowledge-intensive work than the production staff counterpart. However, in knowledgeintensive firms, even a large part of the production staff and administration can be considered
knowledge workers (Mats Alvesson, 2004). More than 85% of the respondents have categorised
themselves as either R&D or manager type, this suggests that it is likely that at least 85% can be
considered knowledge workers.

5.1.2 Self-determination theory
The Cronbach’s alpha of the Autonomy need is slightly below 0.7, but if we look at the Swedish
sample alone the results is above 0.7 with 0.711. We therefore do not find support that the sample set
is unreliable for Autonomy. The means is considered high with 4.264.

The Cronbach’s alpha for Relatedness is 0.727 so the data is considered to measure the same
construct. The mean of this need is the lowest of the three SDT needs with 4.132, which can be
considered relatively high.

Surprisingly the Cronbach’s alpha of the Competence need was as low as 0.569. The low Cronbach’s
alpha indicates that the results cannot be considered reliable. We run another reliability analysis in
SPSS and added Cronbach’s alpha if item deleted. This gave; Comp 1 (0.550), Comp 2 (0.382), Comp
3 (0.366) and Comp 4 (0.636). So even with Comp 4 (I experience high degree of motivation when I
am able to increase my knowledge from the task itself) deleted the Cronbach’s alpha is below 0.7.
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From the internal correlation matrix in Figure 4-9, we see clearly that the correlation is low (especially
Comp 4) When we on the other hand evaluate the mean and variance of the Competence need, we see
that this has the highest mean of 4.378 and the narrowest variance of only 0.021.

In order to validate the SDT scheme we also had some support questions where we evaluated Thomas’
(2009) intrinsic motivation scheme that is based around SDT. These contained only one question for
each element; choice, meaningfulness, competence and progress. On the other hand the mean was
4.372, whereas the mean for SDT was 4.240. Also the variance was less with only 0.005, whereas
SDT had 0.060. From this we suggest that SDT has relevance among Scandinavian knowledge
workers, but that there might be other frameworks that indicate equally strong support.

5.1.3 4 drive theory
As the alpha was low for basically all constructs (drive) in the data-set, this calls for further qualitative
discussion on each individual item. The idea of the Cronbach alpha is to show whether items related to
the same construct (a construct would be one of the 4 drives in this case) correlate well. If items in fact
describe the same construct, they should have a high correlation. If items do not correlate well, it
means that that the construct is either not self-contained or a separate construct could be broken out.

5.1.3.1

Acquire

It is evident by looking at the mean that the support for this drive is quite low compared to the others.
This supports prior research that high pay is not an important factor in Scandinavian countries, as
mentioned in the introduction. One item stands out, and that is Acquire 3 (“It is important for my
motivation that similar employees as me in other companies have lower or equivalent salary than
myself?”). It both has a very low score and also correlates relatively little with Acquire 1 & 2. In fact,
if Acquire 3 is deleted from the set, the alpha rises to 0,668, i.e. very close to 0,7. This indicates that
this type of Acquire-need, paraphrased “to have more than others”, is not regarded as important by
most, and furthermore does not relate to internal reward systems which are described by Acquire 1 &
2. One reason for this could be that Acquire 3 is viewed as more “greedy” and does not match with the
self-image of many, which could skew the answer. The correlation with Acquire 1 & 2 is still
significant, so respondents which view reward systems as important generally scored high in Acquire
3 as well.
Acquire does not correlate strongly with any other need, but it has a weak correlation with
Comprehend 1 and a weak negative correlation with Bond in general. The correlation with
Comprehend 1 (“It is important for my motivation that management design my job such that it has a
distinct and important role in the organisation?”) could be intepreted as strong-Acquire individuals
have a need for forward and high positions in the hierarchy. The negative correlation with Bond is
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quite interesting: Are individuals with a strong need for acquisition of wealth less social? These
correlations should be seen as noteworthy only and are by no means enough for a valid conclusion, but
they do implicate the need for further research.

5.1.3.2

Bond

Bond was the only drive which produced reliable data, from an alpha-perspective. The score was also
quite high. Looking into the individual items (Bond 1, 2 and 3), it is evident that the questions posed
are analogous and support each other, and most people can evidently relate to them in a correlative
matter. It can be reliably concluded that Bond is an important drive.

5.1.3.3

Comprehend

The data for Comprehend shows a very low alpha. Not even when removing one item from the set, in
any permutation, does the alpha significantly improve. From the correlation matrix (Table 4-19) it is
also apparent that inter-correlation between items within the construct is relatively low. For
Comprehend 1, it was already hypothesized above that this could be closely related to Acquire (and it
also scored the lowest). The remaining two items score quite high, and are viewed as important.
However, the conclusion unfortunately be that the items used does not successfully describe the
Comprehend drive and no determined conclusions can be drawn.

5.1.3.4

Defend

Alpha is below 0,7 but not by a lot and the score is high and even among items. Interestingly, there is a
quite strong correlation with the Bond-drive (for all items). One interpretation of this could be that
both of these drives are “social” in nature, i.e. they describe drives that are inter-personal to some
extent. It is safe to conclude that Defend is a strong drive.

5.1.3.5

Summary

Although some results are unreliable, there is a clear weight towards the “social” drives, especially
Bond. The acquisition of wealth is seemingly unimportant, although some systematic error due to
“self-image” can be theorized.

5.2 Discussion on hypothesis
Hypotheses 1
One of the leading Scandinavian scholars on work motivation, Kuvaas (2010a), expresses that there
have never been as many good research articles available on what works when it comes to work
motivation. He proclaims support towards Deci and Ryan’s SDT. Then we have renowned scholars
Locke and Latham (2004) and Cameron and Pierce (2006) that greatly question the empirical validity
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of Deci and Ryan’s SDT 22. How can the average direct manager then know what to rely on? Sandvik
(Free translation from Norwegian 2011) writes that: “for a leader in the business setting it can be very
confusing that there is no universal best solution [on motivation of Scandinavian knowledge
workers]”.

Another aspect is that for example the SDT theory declares that autonomy is perhaps the most
important need. But to what degree should the direct manager allow autonomy? We have through our
literature review found very little indication on questions like “to what degree?” and “how to
implement?” the various needs and drives 23. Based on the argumentation above we have through our
literature review found support on hypothesis 1. This is also supported by Lines very recent research
article:
“When motivation is this central in the value added process of [knowledge] workers, one
would expect that the research-based knowledge on such employees would have been
comprehensive and well developed. In this article it is shown that this is not the case,
rather that there is still little research on this field.”
(Lines, 2011a)

Hypothesis 2
Our research indicates that the three needs in SDT scores high in the questionnaire. On the other hand
Thomas’ (2009) intrinsic motivation scheme scores even higher. The 4-drive theory also scores
basically equally high. Therefore hypothesis 2 is supported. SDT should not be considered as the one
right way of leading Scandinavian knowledge workers. We note that Cronbach’s alpha is below 0.7
for some of the measures, but only slightly below.

Hypotheses 3a and 3b
Our research that is done in the Scandinavian work environment shows that all three theories tested,
the SDT, Thomas’ (2009) intrinsic motivation scheme and the 4-drive theory gives relatively equal
support with 4-drive slightly below the two other. The 4-drive theory can be considered as American
HRM leadership (Nordrik & Stugu, 2011) with elements like “sharply differentiate good performers
from average and poor performers” and “tie rewards clearly to performance”. Unfortunately the
Cronbach’s alphas are well below 0.7, so the results cannot be considered reliable. Based on this we
cannot empirically support H3b

22

Dysvik (2010a) also brings up this antagonism in his conclusion of his Doctroal dissertation.

23

Bailyn (1985) and Amabile and Gryskewicz (1987) differ between strategic and operational autonomy, but

still the question to what degree is not well explained.
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When Lines (forthcoming) claims that too narrow research is available in the Scandinavian setting on
motivation on knowledge workers and when Nordrik (2010; Nordrik & Bjerke, 2009; Lederne, 2011b)
claims that American HRM leadership is like a Trojan horse in the Scandinavian work environment,
we conclude by partly supporting H3a – further evidence-based research done in the Scandinavian
work environment needs to be done. The reason this is partly supported is that it is based on literature
research, whereas the success criteria also was based on empirical data.
Hypothesis H3b is supported in terms of a low score for Acquire, which would indicate that this is not
an important drive in Scandinavia. Although data is statistically unreliable, qualitative analysis allows
this conclusion. This is interesting, as economical incentives often are designed to satisfy this drive,
and economical incentives are easy for management to use as they are so concrete.

Hypothesis

Supported / Not supported

H1: Contemporary literature on work motivation points in many
directions and it is difficult for the direct manager to know which
motivational scheme to rely on.

Supported

H2: The Self-determination theory (SDT) should not be considered
as the one right way of leading Scandinavian knowledge workers.

Supported

H3a: Effective leadership, with the purpose of increasing the
motivation of Scandinavian knowledge workers, requires further
evidence-based research done in the Scandinavian work
environment.

Partly supported

H3b: Contemporary Anglo-American research on motivation on
knowledge workers can be counter-productive if used in the
Scandinavian work environment.

Partly supported although data
is unreliable. Further research
required.

Table 5-1 Support on hypotheses

5.3 Implications for further research
A further mapping of what motivates the Scandinavian knowledge worker is suggested. This mapping
should then segment the Scandinavian knowledge worker into groups divided in professions,
generation, cultural background, industry and age of experience. This mapping should also be done by
comparing of groups that are performing routine work. This will facilitate the direct manager in his/her
accuracy on leading for effective motivation.

Secondly, the mapping should also look at what is really effective leadership on Scandinavian
knowledge workers. There has been a lot of research on effective leadership, but little on effective
leadership on Scandinavian knowledge workers (Lines, forthcoming). One should in this study also try
to emphasis what is considered counter-effective in the Anglo-American research findings. Today
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there are claims that Anglo-American leadership might be counter-effective (e.g. Nordrik, 2011;
Kuvaas 2010a; Lines, forthcoming), but not much on what that really is and how that might lead to demotivation.

Thirdly, the further research should have the direct manager in mind. Should the research by itself be
effective it is vital that direct managers can utilise the findings. So, there should be more focus on
what helps the direct manager, than that the research is interesting from a research point of view. In
order to help the direct manager it would be great if numerous researchers across the three countries
wrote a book or a compendium on the subject with high quality on the editorial element. Then we
believe the direct manager and the organisations could trust the findings to a larger degree.

Finding empirical support that one motivational theory is better than the other has shown difficult. We
suggest in alignment with Drucker (2008) that this quest for the one right way might be irrelevant.
Lines (2011a) draws the same conclusions in his very recent work and refers to the theory on
equifinality for support. We know that knowledge workers do not constitute an empirically
homogeneous category (Pyöriä, 2005) and the fact that they are all individuals indicates that we all
need to be handled as individuals (Kuvaas, 2010a). We believe that the ideas around systems thinking
(e.g. Senge, 2006; Gharajedaghi, 1999; Bandt & Haines, 2004) are important in the evaluation of work
motivation. Senge (2003) makes the analogy of a slow feedback loop with the adjusting of the
temperature in a hotel shower. When you put on warm water you feel nothing. You put on some more
and you feel no difference. Then after maybe 10 seconds you suddenly are being scalded. The same
we believe is true for human and work motivation. If we emphasis on too much autonomy, we might
get poorer economic results in the other end as a by-product. The point is sufficient autonomy rather
than full autonomy. Bailyn (1985) and Amabile and Gryskewicz (1987) make an important difference
between strategic and operational autonomy. Amabile and Gryskewicz write24:

“For most projects, the manager must retain the right of “strategic autonomy,” to set the
overall direction for the project. But, at the same time, that manager must allow
“operational autonomy” to members of the project team, autonomy to decide on the
means by which they will achieve the overall goals.”
(Amabile & Gryskewicz, 1987, p.36)

Systems thinking includes the fact that everything needs to be viewed from a systems point of view
and not only focusing on some few certain parameters. So, further research should not solely focus on

24

This very difference we suggest is of vital importance for achieving good results on the bottom line.
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finding the one right way of motivating Scandinavian knowledge workers. Motivation should be seen
as an element in a system and effective leadership should be reflected based on this assumption.

Scholars like Deci and Ryan, Locke and Latham, Kuvaas, Thomas, Norhia and Lawrence, Herzberg
and Vroom have used much energy on supporting their own theories and measuring scales. On the
other hand practitioners have more looked at the overall picture. As an example Ulrich (D. Ulrich &
W. Ulrich, 2010; Becker et al., 2001) tries to view HR from a helicopter perspective and tries to write
books for the wide masses. Kuvaas (2010a) on the other hand basically question Ulrich’s validity as a
scholar. These confrontations make it only difficult for the average Scandinavian manager to know
which scholars to rely on. We would like to highlight the excellent book Shine – Using Brain Science
to Get the Best from Your People by Hallowell as an example of a practitioner that have rather than
focusing solely on motivation tried to give the reader some comprehensive insight. Applying his
knowledge might as well lead to just as high motivation of the leaders’ followers as any motivational
theory. So the fifth recommendation is that it is of vital importance that all research is done on a purely
unbiased basis. This is in fact one of the definitions in research, but despite this one can find political
undertones and personal biased heritage based on old research papers. This emphasis on unbiased
research is therefore especially valid for work motivation since it is a qualitative measure. The sixth
recommendation is that researchers should not be afraid to look at work done by practitioners. Often
practitioners are considered non-scholars, and the scholars are afraid to refer to their work. Their
experience might however be valuable in further research.

5.4 De-limitations
The questions in the questionnaire were similar to questions that have empirical support. But, since
they did deviate there are limitations to the validity of the results. Also the statistical analysis showed
that not all elements examined had Cronbach’s alpha above 0.7.

The topic of motivation is a wide field and is distributed across numerous sciences, including
psychology, behavioural science, and anthropology to mention some. Furthermore, motivation can
come from many sources within the organization, be it peers, HR, top management, clients and
customers, but in this thesis will limit us to the direct manager and the individual in terms of what he
or she can do.

The role of the colleagues was not addressed in this study. According to Ulrich and Ulrich (2010)
employees that has one best friend at work is seven times more likely to be highly engaged in their
work, and almost twice as likely to be satisfied with their pay. Quite clearly the role of the colleagues
plays a crucial role in engaging the workers. Since work engagement and motivation is very much
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linked, we foresee that the role of the colleagues on motivation is highly noticeable as well. In this
research study we will not do any research on the importance of the employee’s colleagues and their
inter-personal friendships.

Our literature research shows that there exists little direct research on motivation of Scandinavian
knowledge workers. The leading Scandinavian scholars researching motivation (especially intrinsic
motivation) are given in Appendix A4. Due to the shortage of research articles related directly to
Scandinavian knowledge workers, the Scandinavian link was therefore limited. The main
Scandinavian linkage was our data based on questionnaire of Scandinavian knowledge worker. Due to
the envelope of a master thesis we have not been able to include non-Scandinavian control groups to
our research.
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6 Conclusion
This research study has shown that the assumption that there is one best motivational scheme, like the
SDT that was examined in this thesis, is falsified. Motivation depends on so many factors, so only via
further research findings can the Scandinavian direct manager know what really effective leadership in
knowledge-intensive industries is. The claim that Anglo-American motivational and leadership
theories (HRM leadership in particular (Nordrik & Stugu, 2011)) is counter-effective is only partly
supported in this research. The conclusive finding in this thesis is that further evidence-based research
based on the Scandinavian knowledge-intensive work environment is vital in order to facilitate the
direct managers workday. Only this way can the direct manager truly rely on the contemporary
research findings.
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A1.

Differentiator between the Scandinavian countries

According to a recent Norwegian newspaper article, the characteristics of the Scandinavians are as
follows 25 :

Nationality

Characteristics

Common

Inventive, peace-loving, honest, patient, respectful, proud, international,
technological, well-educated, faithful, flat hierarchy
Long meetings mean quality, structure, group oriented, striving after
consensus, avoid conflicts, keep aligned, reluctant to change, oriented
towards safety
Relaxed, effective, individualists, proud, informal, spontaneous, wilful, cope
with conflict naturally
Unceremonious, Willing to change, action oriented, individualists, enjoy
having fun, short horizon, traders, hard core business people, willing to face
conflict, some hierarchy

Swedes

Norwegians
Danish

Table 7-1 Characteristics of the Scandinavian culture Source: Haugnes (2011)

25

Note that this is a small non-scientific study
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A2.

List of classical motivational theories

There exists a jungle of theories that are linked to human and work motivation. Here is a summary of
the theories Miner found most interesting for further research:
“Contingency theory of organization (Lawrence and Lorch, 1967); Expectancy theories
(Vroom, 1964; Porter and Lawler, 1968); Contingency theory of leadership (Fiedler,
1967; Fiedler and Chemers, 1974; Decision making concepts and constructs (Simon,
1947; March and Simon, 1958; Cyert and March, 1963);Psychological open systems
theory (Katz and Kahn, 1966;1978); Technological determinism (Woodward, 1965;1970;
Job characteristics theory (Hackman and Oldham, 1980); Behavior modification and
operant learning (Skinner, 1953;1971;1974); Path-goal theory (House, 1971; Evans,
1970;1974); Sociological open system theory (Thompson, 1967); Equity theory (Adams,
1963; 1965) Theory of system 4 and 4T (Likert, 1961; 1967; Likert and Likert, 1976)
Motivation-hygiene theory (Herzberg, Mausner and Snyderman, 1959; Herzberg,
1966;1976); Technology in a comparative framework (Perrow, 1967); Goal congruence
theory (Argyris, 1957; 1964; 1973); Goal setting theory (Locke, 1968; 1980; Locke,
Cartledge, and Knerr, 1970); Achievement motivation theory (McClelland, 1961; 1975);
Sociotechnical systems theory (Trist, Higgin, Murray, and Pollock, 1963; Emery and
Trist, 1973); Mechanistic and organic systems theory (Burns and Stalker, 1961); Theory
X and theory Y (McGregor, 1960; 1967); Decision tree theory of participative leadership
(Vroom and Yetton, 1973); Theory of bureaucracy (Weber, 1968); Theory of bureaucratic
demise (Bennis, 1966; Bennis and Slater, 1968); Classical management theory (Fayol,
1949); Control theory (Tannenbaum, 1968); Theory of strategy and structure (Chandler,
1962; 1977); Role motivation theories (Miner, 1965; 1980) Vertical dyad linkage theory
(Graen and Cashman, 1975; Dansereau, Graen, and Haga, 1975) Group-focused systems
theory (Stogdill, 1959); Influencepower continuum theory (Heller, 1971; Heller and
Wilpert, 1981) Leadership pattern choice theory (Tannenbaum and Schmidt, 1958)”

(Miner, 1994).
For further insight into motivational theories and their emergence we refer to Gary P. Latham’s book
“Work Motivation – History, Theory, Research, and Practice” (Gary P. Latham, 2007) and Daniel
A. Wren’s book “History of Management Thought” (Wren, 2005).
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A3.

Thomas’ intrinsic motivation framework

Figure 7-1 Thomas' intrinsic motivation framework Source: Thomas (2009)
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A4.

Scandinavian scholars

During our literature review we have found the following leading researchers in Scandinavia:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Bård Kuvaas and Anders Dysvik (BI Norwegian School of Management)
Rune Lines (Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration)
Mats Alvesson (Lund University)
Geir Kaufmann (BI Norwegian School of Management, former Norwegian School of
Economics and Business Administration)
Mia Reinholt (Copenhagen Business School)
Nicolai J. Foss (Copenhagen Business School and Norwegian School of Economics and
Business Administration)
Helle Hedegaard Hein (Copenhagen Business School)
Peter Holdt Christensen (Copenhagen Business School
Bjørn Wormnes (University of Bergen)
Lennart Sjöberg (former Stockholm School of Economics and Norwegian University of
Science and Technology)
Alexander Madsen Sandvik (Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration)
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